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Preface 
 

This thesis describes what the ammunition- and weapons-related artefacts located at Native 

Mounted Police (NMP) camps tells us about frontier violence in Queensland between 1849 

and 1901. Since commencing my postgraduate studies in archaeology and heritage 

management at Flinders University in 2017, I have begun to understand that the NMP was a 

significant contributor to frontier violence. I have been struck by an accumulating portrayal of 

deadly violence that was ubiquitous and heterogeneous, not only in Queensland but also 

across the continent, from the first moments of non-Indigenous “settlement” in 1788 through to 

the early 20th century. I was astonished at the breadth and intensity of deadly violence which 

had become a way of life, an accepted component of Indigenous and settler peoples’ 

existence throughout the 19th century. Ultimately, this violence culminated in the subjugation 

and dispossession of the Indigenous peoples of Australia as an inevitability of the imperialist 

settler-colonisation process to expand the British Empire.  

This thesis discusses sensitive topics, combining material on warfare, frontier violence, and the 

NMP and Indigenous peoples. As such, I feel that readers may benefit from knowing a little 

about who I am, particularly where my lifelong interest in policing and weapons comes from.  

Growing up on the banks of the Derwent River in Tasmania and later the outer eastern 

suburbs of Melbourne, my father owned a small calibre rifle and shotguns which he used to 

control vermin; he familiarised me with hunting feral animals and target shooting in my teenage 

years. I enjoyed the outdoors, and in the early 1970s, my parents bundled my siblings and me 

into a car, and we toured through the centre and down the west coast of Australia with the 

family caravan as home. I recall fond interactions with Indigenous peoples, and it was on this 

trip that I became fascinated by their culture. I was later educated in the public and private 

school systems of Victoria in the 1970s. I learned at school of the celebrated, as well as the 

fateful exploits of explorers, in particular the voyages of Captain Cook, and the Burke and Wills 

expedition. I learned of notorious bushrangers such as the Kelly Gang, and engineering feats 

like the overland telegraph, and the expansion of a seemingly endless railway network. 
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Nonetheless, it was not until I began investigating the history of policing in the mid-1980s that I 

gained a limited awareness of the function ‘police’ played during the colonial period. I would 

read non-fiction books on all manner of Australiana, including military history and the 

campaigns of the world wars. Importantly, I now know there is a chapter on the war that 

occurred during the colonial period on Australian shores that was not taught as part of the 

Victorian school curriculum in the 1970s. 

My paternal and maternal grandfathers fought in WWI, and the former in both world wars. As 

such, Anzac Day was an essential component of my upbringing, entailing the wearing of 

military regalia while participating in national remembrance services. I knew my maternal 

grandfather well, as he lived with us for a number of years during the latter part of his life; 

nevertheless, he never spoke of the war. I knew he had been shot, with the bullet remaining 

lodged inoperably close to his spine. The war clearly left him scarred by the memories, as well 

as his injuries. In contrast, I did not know my paternal grandfather; following WWII, he 

abandoned his young family, re-settling in seclusion in country Victoria. My father does not 

speak of him much; nonetheless, he was a decorated WWI hero. I suspect the exposure to the 

horrors of war left my grandfather tormented, as well as afflicted by Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD), a wartime condition now commonly recognised though this was not so in my 

grandfather’s time. As such, most of what I learned about war was from books and 

documentaries; each was becoming more complex and nuanced over time due to 

technological advances such as digitization, greater freedom of information regulations and the 

internet.  

In 1983 I completed a Fine Arts degree at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology with a 

comparative paper on ‘primitive’ art. On gaining my driver’s licence, hunting and outdoor 

activities escalated with my freedom of movement.  

In 1987, unlike two of my cousins who enlisted in the army and thus continuing a family 

tradition of military service, I chose a cognate occupation in law enforcement and commenced 

an ongoing, 34-year career with Victoria Police. I initially served as a constable on the frontline 

before transferring to investigating serious criminal offences as a detective. During the next 16 

years, I investigated the full gambit of criminal offending from murder to assaults, drug 
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manufacturing and trafficking, rape and serious sex offending against children, armed robbery, 

and firearm offences, as well as fraud-related matters. In 2005, I returned to a frontline position 

on the outskirts of Melbourne. During my career, I have examined an incalculable number of 

crime scenes, as well as conducted extensive and protracted criminal investigations which 

have required the compilation of complex and detailed briefs of evidence to present accused 

persons before the courts at all levels of State jurisdiction.  

Since 2005, my external interests in firearms have entwined with my policing duties, managing 

the vast array of weapons, firearms, and ammunition that is either seized or voluntarily 

surrendered to police. Managing these items has provided me with an opportunity to become 

familiar with firearm and ammunition identification, allowing me to establish a network of 

firearms experts who I have turned to for assistance with the research presented in this thesis. 

In 2018, my policing career diversified when I took up a position of Police and Aboriginal 

Liaison Officer (PALO). This position has provided me with a greater understanding of what 

police and policing means to Indigenous people and communities. Conversely, the PALO role 

provides a platform to foster relationships and bridge the gap between police and Indigenous 

peoples.  

As I considered opportunities beyond policing, I turned to archaeology as a means of 

combining my early childhood interests, enthusiasm for the outdoors, and fascination for the 

culture and heritage of Indigenous peoples, with the knowledge and skills I had learnt during 

my policing career. Nonetheless, I could not have envisaged the fortuitous direction my 

archaeological studies were going to take me. In 2017, I commenced my postgraduate studies 

in archaeology at Flinders University, and I was introduced to frontier conflict at a field-school 

held at the site of one of the camps used by the NMP on the banks of the Burke River, just 

north of Boulia in western Queensland. The excavation and recording were directed by my 

thesis supervisors, Professor Heather Burke, and Professor Lynley Wallis.  

This thesis contributes to their ARC-funded project on the Archaeology of the Queensland 

Native Mounted Police, allowing me to utilise my personal interests and experiences to assist 

them with their professional questions about the weapons and ammunition of the NMP, and 
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offering new insights into the interplay between landscape features, human behaviour, and 

firearm use in colonial Queensland. 
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Abstract 
 

Conflict on the Australian colonial frontier was an asymmetric form of war, fought by 

Indigenous peoples deploying a range of guerrilla-type tactics against colonial interlopers. In 

Queensland, Government officials chose to employ a Native Mounted Police (NMP) force, 

comprising detachments of Indigenous troopers under the command of European officers. This 

thesis presents a study of weapons-related artefacts from four NMP camps (Belyando in 

central Queensland [1863–1879], Boralga in Cape York [1875–1894], Boulia [1878–1886] and 

Eyres Creek [1883–1889] in western Qld), focusing on the context, use, and spread of spent 

cartridge cases and bullets across space and time.  

Historical research identified weapons issued to the NMP, including percussion weapons 

(double barrel, Constabulary and Yeomanry carbines, and Colt revolvers) in the 1850s–1860s, 

20-gauge pinfire carbines from 1869, and centrefire Snider carbines and Webley R.I.C 

revolvers from 1870. The addition of various revolvers, .44-40 Winchester rifles, and 12-gauge 

shotguns is also indicated archaeologically. Archaeological data fill various gaps in the 

historical narrative and contradict claims that Martini-Henry carbines were issued to the NMP, 

show that officers privately purchased handguns, and that shotguns and Snider carbines were 

equally important to camp life.  

A second phase of analysis focused on understanding the terrain around NMP camps through 

the eyes of a trooper. US military-based terrain analysis via the KOCOA method was used to 

visualise landscape features to elucidate individual and group behaviours. This provided 

insights into site selection, camp arrangement, storage areas, target practice, and resource 

procurement that demonstrate practical combative strategies. The spatial distribution of 

discharged ammunition confirmed that target practice was rare; instead ammunition was 

connected to site-specific areas that point to individual troopers returning to spaces to hunt and 

reinforced a hierarchical separation between officer and trooper areas. Although Queensland 

had few formal “battlefields” akin to those identified in the US and the UK, it did have 

“battlescapes”, that is, intrinsic places connected to facilitating war, including NMP camps. 
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Strategically anchored, NMP camps served as hubs to launch punitive expeditions against, 

and “dispersals” (a euphemism for killing) of, Indigenous peoples.  

A third phase of analysis calculated potential death rates on the frontier. Based on the 

ammunition of the Snider carbine, a weapon characteristic of the NMP between 1871 and 

1890, this thesis considers that a rate of 26,400 Indigenous people killed by the NMP over this 

period is not unreasonable. 
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Warning 
 

This thesis contains content that some people may find distressing, including images of 

Aboriginal people who have died and reference to deadly violence between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous peoples in Australia. In addition, this thesis uses terms and language derived 

from various primary sources that may be considered offensive today. There is no intention for 

language to be construed as derogatory or of ill-intent, but original language has been quoted 

verbatim wherever necessary. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Historical accounts have mostly portrayed Australia’s establishment as a peaceful process, 

carved by settlers against a harsh, unforgiving land. Stanner’s (1968) breaking of the ‘great 

Australian silence’, however, which posited an alternative version of these events, was 

followed by seminal work on racial relations by Rowley (1974), stirring historians such as 

Raymond Evans (Evans et al. 1975), Henry Reynolds (1981) and Noel Loos (1982) to explore 

an alternative, non-peaceful narrative of British imperial expansion. 

This newly emerging narrative was not without critics. Conservative commentators such as 

Keith Windschuttle (2001, 2003, 2004) became vocally critical of ‘revisionist’ historiographic 

accounts. Windschuttle (2001:46, 47) perceived Indigenous peoples’ behaviours as civil 

disobedience, while emphasising that British colonialism introduced civility and an orderly 

society controlled by laws and sanctions. He also claimed that accounts of colonial massacres 

were fabricated by historians, and their estimates of Indigenous people killed exaggerated 

(Windschuttle 2001:46, 2003:106).  

Subsequent scholars have argued that Indigenous peoples mounted stiff resistance, stalling 

the colonial advance from the late 18th through to the early 20th centuries (e.g., Bottoms 2013; 

Broome 2010; Clements 2019; Evans 2003, 2010; Gapps 2018; Reynolds 2013; Richards 

2005, 2008; Ryan 2012). In response, a key strategy of imperial colonialism was to employ 

Indigenous forces against their own countrymen (Richards 2008:185, 186). This took the form 

of Indigenous troopers mounted on horses and provided with firearms, operating under the 

command of a white officer. Arguably, the most notorious of such forces was the Native 

Mounted Police (NMP) of Queensland.  

Contributing to understanding frontier conflict 

The overarching significance of this research is to contribute to understanding the nature of 

frontier war in Queensland. The study of conflict and why people resort to deadly violence is 

intrinsic to understanding human behaviour (Darmangeat 2019:1556–1557), but is also 

important because it can influence social, economic, and political change (Gilchrist 2003). 

Archaeologists have an opportunity and obligation to contribute to such endeavors through the 
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forms of truth-telling (sensu the Uluru Statement, Appendix A) that material culture can 

provide. Before the “Archaeology of the Queensland NMP” (AQNMP) project, which 

commenced in 2016, the archaeological contribution to understanding frontier violence had not 

matched the historiographic response, principally owing to a paucity of visible material 

evidence (for exceptions see Cole 2004; Genever et al. 2010) and challenges in establishing 

the cause of death from archaeological evidence alone (Gat 2015:112–113; Pardoe 2014:123, 

2021:64). Australia had few “battlefields” akin to those commonly studied in the US (e.g., Bleed 

and Scott 2009, 2011; Greene and Scott 2004; Scott and McFeasters 2011; Scott et al. 1989, 

2009, 2016). Barker (2007) and Litster and Wallis (2011) argued that the identification of 

massacres in Australia was problematic in part owing to the actions of perpetrators, especially 

the killing of small numbers of people in isolated locations and/or over vast areas, and the 

deliberate destruction of incriminating evidence. Hence, establishing a nexus between 

intentional acts of violence on the frontier and the NMP is problematic.  

One key form of circumstantial evidence that can validate the presence and intent of the NMP 

is the items which they left behind, particularly uniform buttons, weapons, and ammunition. 

Together, these sources make possible the recognition of similarities in the way “dispersals”—

a common 19th century Queensland euphemism for killing—were perpetrated. Given the 

absence of battlefields, the larger AQNMP project targeted NMP camps as highly visible 

frontier conflict sites, since these served as hubs from which to launch punitive expeditions 

against Indigenous peoples (Wallis et al. 2018). NMP camps were an integral part of the 

“battlescape”—the spaces, structures, and facilities which catered for the logistics and 

strategic support necessary for combatants beyond the battlefield (Scott et al. 2016:52–57). 

This thesis uses the material traces of NMP weaponry to explicate NMP personnel’s behaviour 

within the battlescape to understand how they took advantage of the terrain and the 

environment. The examination of weapons-related artefacts in particular, over and above other 

kinds of domestic materials commonly associated with NMP camps, can reveal much about 

the battlescape and thus the broader warfare waged in 19th century Queensland. Specifically, 

this thesis interrogates data retrieved during fieldwork conducted between 2016–2018 by the 

AQNMP project at NMP camps, presenting case studies of weapons-related artefacts from 

Boralga (Lower Laura), Belyando (Mistake Creek), Eyres Creek (Cluney), and Boulia (Burke  
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River) (Figure 1.1). It focuses on the context, use, and spread of spent cartridge cases and 

bullets across these sites, and considers both a fine-grained (local camp level) and coarse-

grained (regional level) analysis to assess weapons distribution patterns. 
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Analysing data at a landscape scale allows Eurocentric historical documents to be re-

interpreted. While weapons were crucial to the NMP, to date it has been unclear which 

firearms were on issue to them. Richards (2008:55–56) stated that the NMP was armed with 

government-issued Snider rifles and later Martini-Henry carbines. Robinson (1997) agreed that 

Snider carbines and Martini-Henry rifles were issued to the NMP as part of their supply to the 

wider Queensland Police, while also arguing that pinfire carbines, although purchased 

specifically for the NMP, were never issued to them. In both works the discussion is vague, 

leaving the specifics of weapons and the periods of their respective use open to conjecture. 

Secondary sources, such as newspapers, are typically limited to anecdotal or generic 

references (e.g., ‘Snider’), and do not advance the discussion. From an archaeological 

perspective, a failure to establish what arms the NMP wielded renders a nexus between an 

incident involving deadly violence and the NMP problematic.  

Understanding the armaments of the NMP 

In the absence of eyewitness testimony, archaeologists rely on tangible circumstantial 

evidence, such as past occupants’ debris, to understand human behaviour. In this thesis, the 

analysis of "definitive" weapons and ammunition artifacts, more specifically spent cartridge 

cases and bullets allows us to determine the types of weapons present in the NMP 

assemblage. This includes centrefire rifles, shotguns, and revolvers. The abundance of a 

particular ammunition type indicates a trend or preference for a specific weapon, which in turn 

reflects the types of activities undertaken by the NMP, such as dispersals, hunting, or target 

practice. This information provides insight into the behaviour and activities of the NMP, even in 

the absence of eyewitness accounts. 

The main question to be addressed by this thesis is:  

What do the armaments from NMP camps reveal about conflict spatially and 

temporally? 
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Underpinning this question are subsidiary questions geared to augmenting our understanding 

of weapon use by the NMP, including: 

• What types of weapons were represented at the study sites? 

• Does the archaeological evidence support the historical narrative? 

• What can the ammunition-related assemblage tell us about NMP behaviour? 

• What, if any, behaviour patterns are visible in the ammunition-related 

assemblage?  

• How did weapons affect the functionality of the NMP?  

This thesis, for the first time, uses archaeological material to better understand firearm use by 

the NMP and resolve unanswered questions arising from Richards (2008) and Robinson 

(1997), who relied solely on historical material. It adopts several approaches: 

• Historical research and archaeological data are used to identify the weapons 

issued to, and used by, the NMP; 

• An examination is made of the firing pin and breech face markings on 

discharged cartridges from NMP sites to identify the minimum number of 

weapons used; and, 

• Archaeological finds are spatially analysed following the military-based 

KOCOA model to determine behavioural patterns within the camp environs.  

KOCOA terrain analysis is a model derived from the US military and has become the 

recognised benchmark for the archaeological investigation of battlefields in the US (Babits 

2014). The KOCOA principles are an acronym for five terrain factors considered by the 

military—Key terrain, Obstacles, Cover and concealment, Observation and fields of fire, and 

Avenues of approach. This model explains how the landscape and features are used during 

periods of conflict (Babits 2014:263-270). Although KOCOA is commonly applied to battlefields 

(e.g., Bleed and Scott 2011; Maio et al. 2013; Silliman and Batt 2015; Sivilich and Sivilich 

2015), it has also been utilised to interpret a marine environment (e.g., McKinnon and Carrell 
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2015; McKinnon et al. 2020), and a POW camp (e.g., McNutt 2014, 2018, 2021). The diversity 

of this model suggests it would be equally suitable to interpreting NMP camps. Hence this 

thesis applies a new approach to understanding battlescapes within the Australian context.  

This thesis will substantially improve our knowledge of the NMP in several ways.  

Firstly, knowing which weapons were used by the NMP may provide direct evidence of their 

involvement in a shooting incident (Richards 2008:63). Secondly, as the discharge of a firearm 

can occur for several reasons, ammunition-related archaeological assemblages may elucidate 

NMP activities other than dispersal events. Thirdly, when a firearm is discharged, alterations 

occur to the cartridge case and bullet, such as hammer and rifling impressions, which are 

unique to each firearm (Pringle 1994:1). These provide the opportunity to track weapons, as 

well as individual and group movements, across time and space (Scott et al. 1989:21, 22, 185–

190). Forensic data gleaned from ammunition are amenable to a range of analyses, including 

statistical analysis (e.g., Scott et al. 1989; Leoni 2014), ballistic interpretations (e.g., Scott 

2020; Sivilich 2016; Refshauge 2015), spatial correlation, terrain analysis (e.g., Bleed and 

Scott 2009, 2011; Leoni et al. 2018; Scott et al. 2016; Sivilich 2019; Spennemann 2020), and 

incident reconstruction (e.g., Laumbach 2009; Lucas and Schablitsky 2014; Reeves 2010; 

Silliman and Bat 2015; Sivilich and Sivilich 2015; Sutherland 2005). Consequently, a 

substantial contribution can be made to knowledge of NMP behaviour—and thus how they 

created and defined the broader battlescape—from weapons-related artefacts.  

Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 presents a theoretical framework to characterise the violence of colonisation, 

synthesising warfare discourse, focusing on whether the spectrum of events and behaviours 

associated with colonial conflict can be characterised as a war, and how the NMP fitted into 

this picture. It then examines the correlation between hunting and the evolution of war in non-

State and State societies, providing an overview of the tactics employed in 19th century non-

State and State warfare and how the type of warfare was pivotal in quelling Indigenous 

resistance to the settler colonisation process. The concept of the battlescape is introduced as  
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a preferred means of interpreting frontier conflict that encourages us to look beyond the 

“battlefield” per se.    

Chapter 3 describes the four case study sites, explaining how they fit into the geographic 

matrix of frontier Queensland between the 1840s and the early 20th century.  

In Chapter 4, the methods adopted for data collection and analysis are described, including 

forensic procedures to identify specific characteristics from the ammunition-related artefacts.  

In Chapter 5, the results of the analysis of the weapons- and ammunition-related artefacts are 

presented.  

Chapter 6 presents the results of the firing pin and breech face impressions to identify the 

number of weapons responsible for discharging the Snider cartridge cases. The distribution of 

ammunition for certain weapons is plotted and combined with viewshed and DEM overlays to 

provide a spatial visualisation of the study sites and the behaviours being exhibited by 

weapons activity.  

An in-depth interpretation of the results explores the inter- and intra-spatial connections 

between the munitions-related artefacts. While a fine-grained approach using KOCOA is 

adopted to understand behavioural trends within individual camps, a coarse-grained analysis is 

used to elucidate trends across camps. This provides new insights into frontier conflict and the 

impacts of the NMP on Indigenous peoples.  

Finally, in Chapter 7, the thesis returns to the original aims and summarises the study’s 

outcomes, considers government accountability for the actions of the NMP, and the 

importance of remembering. It concludes with suggested areas for future research.   
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Chapter 2: Frontier War   
  

Defining War 

Considering the different theoretical definitions of war enables us to better contextualise 

frontier violence. Otterbein (2004:9) asserted that two combatants from independent political 

entities fighting with weapons could be considered to be at war, thus defining it as “armed 

combat between political communities”. Von Clausewitz (1832 [Tuck 2019:37]) viewed war as 

“an act of violence to compel our opponent to fulfil our will”, although some scholars have 

argued that such a generalised notion could also describe feuds, murder, or capital 

punishment (cf. Kelly 2000, 2005; Fry 2006, 2007, 2013). Other modern definitions of war 

relate to State1  forms of warfare, for example: 

War is the application of state violence in the name of policy. It involves killing and 

wounding people and destroying property until the survivors abandon their military 

resistance or the belligerents come to a negotiated agreement. (Millett et al. 

2012:11) 

Millett et al.’s (2012) definition, influenced by von Clausewitz (1832), did not make direct 

reference to armed combat or weapons, although both were implied because violence is 

geared to compelling the enemy to submit. The US Department of Defence JP 1 (2017:ix) 

defines war as “socially sanctioned violence to achieve a political purpose” without specifying 

who the actors are, only that the violence must be ‘authorised’ to be considered war. 

Nonetheless, defining ‘war’ only addresses part of the discussion, for war can be waged in 

many alternate forms.   

 

 

1 Defined as “political organisations that incorporate many tens or hundreds of thousands of people from 
numerous communities into a single territorial unit” (Keeley 1996: 27). 
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Arguably, warfare inflicts violence in two primary forms: traditional and irregular. Traditional 

warfare is characterised as: 

… a violent struggle for domination between nation-states or coalitions and 

alliances of nation-states. With the increasingly rare case of formally declared war, 

traditional warfare typically involves force-on-force military operations in which 

adversaries employ a variety of conventional forces and special operations forces 

(SOF) against each other in all physical domains as well as the information 

environment (which includes cyberspace). (USA Department of Defence JP 1 

2017:x) 

This is very much a conservative, popular view considered by some scholars to reflect ‘real’ 

(e.g., Ferguson and Whitehead 1999; Keegan 1993; Turney-High 1949) or ‘true’ war (e.g., Fry 

2007; Kelly 2002). Irregular warfare, alternatively, is defined as:  

… a violent struggle among state and non-state actors for legitimacy and influence 

over the relevant population(s). In irregular warfare, a less powerful adversary 

seeks to disrupt or negate the military capabilities and advantages of a more 

powerful military force, which usually serves that nation’s established government. 

(USA Department of Defence JP 1 2017:x) 

In irregular warfare, fighting between combatants is fluid, using varying offensive combinations 

to suit the antagonist’s strategy and capabilities (US Department of Defence JP 1 2017:ix, x). 

States can engage non-State combatants who have non-traditional modes of warfare which 

favour indirect and irregular approaches to “erode their opponent’s power, influence, and will” 

(US Department of Defence JP 1 2017:6).  

‘Non-State’ refers to a “technical condition—that of using pre-industrial or pre-literate 

technology” (Keeley 1996:27), a definition applied throughout this thesis. This condition is 

significant, in that it allows for non-State agents to engage in warfare, and for warfare to be 

both multifaceted and unconventional. For these reasons irregular or non-State warfare is 

sometimes described as asymmetrical (Smith and Geier 2019: 13–15; USA Department of 

Defence JP 1 2017:1–6). Although there is no definitional consensus of asymmetrical warfare, 

Smith and Geier (2019:14) concluded that it amounts to any conflict, 
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… between opposing forces which differ greatly in military power and that typically 

involves the use of nonconventional weapons and tactics … [it] is warfare between 

combatants who are unequal in military power, politics, population, or technology.  

Central to Smith and Geier’s definition is the disproportionate nature of the fighting, which 

usually consists of “raids, ambushes, surprise, harassment, skirmishing, and terrorism” by the 

“weaker” combatant, who is usually defined as armed with “less superior” weapons (Smith and 

Geier 2019:15). Following on from this discussion, this thesis defines war as: a violent activity 

carried out by members of one polity against members of another to achieve a primary 

purpose. In the context of Australian colonial frontier, this comprised the violent dispersals 

carried out by agents of the Queensland government, the NMP and/or settlers against non-

State Indigenous peoples to control Australian lands and resources.  

The Blurring of War and Policing  

The Australian colonies’ methods of expansion meant that the military had, for many years, 

been performing the duties of police (Pratt and Hopkins-Weise 2019:34, 35; Richards 

2013:49). Although colonial police forces began to be introduced from the 1840s onwards, it 

was not until the British Government announced their intention to withdraw all military support 

by 1859 that the development of policing forces accelerated (Skennerton 1975:1). What was 

problematic on the frontier, however, was the period between when Europeans arrived in an 

area and when Indigenous resistance had been quashed to the point that the area could be 

patrolled with ordinary police. It was during such periods that spaces became indistinct and 

what Kraska (2007:501) referred to as the “blurred arenas of war and law enforcement” 

emerged, in spaces occupied by the “enemy” or “offenders”.  

The precise role of the NMP as an organisation operating in this blurred arena has been much 

debated. Guided by the models instigated by Robert Peel in Ireland and London, the colonial 

Queensland Executive defined the role and function of regular police as akin to the unarmed 

constables of metropolitan London. Conversely, Native Policing units were permanently armed 

and more akin to the Irish Constabulary, which operated to repress resistance (Dukova 

2020:55). Several scholars have argued that they were paramilitary forces (e.g., Nettelbeck 

2004:195; Reynolds 2013:67, 117), with Richards (2008:8–9) noting that the Queensland NMP 
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was defined from its outset (in 1848) as a Corps, i.e. a military unit. Paramilitary forces 

“combine the characteristics of police and military” (Lutterbeck 2004:46); the more a police 

force draws on a military ideology, the closer it resembles the military (Hill and Berger 2009:26, 

34; Kraska 2007:511).  

Native police forces became a crucial element in the success of British colonisation globally: 

they were cheap and less susceptible to ill-health when deployed in tropical conditions (Connor 

2005:16; Richards 2008:10). Indigenous troopers also knew how to use the landscape to 

advantage, had superior bush survival skills, and were masterful trackers and hunters. 

Hunting, in fact, has been posited as a core skillset transferrable to irregular warfare, as well 

as being central to certain aspects of State-based warfare (Keeley 1996:42–44; Pickering 

2013:105; Scott and McFeaters 2011:104,105). Key elements of hunting include ambush, 

approach, pursuit, tracking, and concealment (Pickering 2013:103–105), methods that are a 

mix of innate abilities and learned skills, and that are present globally in contemporary fisher-

gatherer-hunter groups, complemented by the use of landscape features for concealment, 

cover, stealth, stalking, and corralling. Use of a “line”2  (across a waterbody) was also a 

recognised fishing technique amongst Indigenous peoples in Australia. Such hunting tactics 

mirror those of irregular warfare, which is characterised by ambushes, raids and hit-and-run 

attacks (e.g., Fry 2007; Gat 1999, 2000, 2008; Keegan 1993, Keeley 1996; O’Connell 1989; 

Otterbein 1968, 1970, 2004; Turney-High 1948), as well as frontal line battles, where both 

sides face off against each other out of range of available weapons (Otterbein 2004:188, 202). 

The use of a line against the British was both high risk and futile: Indigenous weaponry—

dominated by spears and nulla nullas, though on occasion also boomerangs and fire—dictated 

that frontal assaults could only be successful when opponents were reloading their guns or 

when the guns failed to discharge (Broome 2010:47).  

  

 

 

2 Understood as a line of people moving in unison across the landscape, flushing out quarry, and driving prey 
towards waiting armed hunters. 
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The deployment of hunting skills in warfare was not restricted to Indigenous peoples, 

epitomized by the Western use of the line in military pursuits, a device inseparable from 

warfare since the rise of States in Mesopotamia and continuing in use well into the 19th 

century . Beyond the line, British hunting techniques influenced military doctrine in other ways. 

The British military establishment revered the masculine ideologies associated with the hunt, 

principally amongst the officer class. The British idea of hunting as sport not only applied to the 

hunting of animals but also men and Donaldson (2020:21, 22) emphasised the ways in which 

blood-sports were deeply ingrained in the narrative of colonial warfare following the Crimean 

War. Hogg (2012) argued that killing on the Queensland frontier became an acceptable way 

for men to express manliness, thereby encouraging violence (and its normalisation) against 

Indigenous peoples (e.g., Brisbane Courier 1877; Courier 1863a, 1863b).  

For both troopers and officers, then, employment in the NMP blended non-State skills acquired 

from a lifetime of hunting with training in State military and policing tactics. This was supported 

by a command structure that both drew on, and mimicked, key elements of military 

organisation. The initial command of what became the Queensland NMP lay with a 

Commandant between 1849 and 1855, then briefly the Inspector General of Police for NSW, 

returning again to a Commandant after 1857. In 1860 the first Governor of Queensland 

assumed responsibility for the policing of the colony, both establishing a ‘regular’ Police Force 

and taking control of the NMP from NSW (The Moreton Bay Courier 1860:2; Robinson 

1997:14). Significantly, there was no suggestion of altering the way the latter operated. In 1864 

the newly created office of Commissioner of Police took over responsibility for the NMP. The 

first Commissioner, David Thompson Seymour, was recruited from the army and remained in 

the position for about 40 years. Under Seymour’s tenure the NMP became highly militarised, 

especially after 1870 when they were issued with one of the most lethal weapons available—

the Snider rifle.  

Proficient use of weapons was enhanced by institutionalised learning centred on a code of 

conduct and competency in firearm handling. Clause 26(2) of The Native Police Regulation 

(1866) described the duties and responsibilities of NMP staff, highlighting the significance of 

training and the ethos that underpinned it, specifically the requirement to: 
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… drill the troopers every day they are in camp, until they are perfect in their 

exercise, mounted, and on foot (Queensland Government Gazette 10 March 1866, 

pp.258–261). 

Drill was one of the more routine forms of training and was considered key to accustoming 

soldiers to subordination, instilling discipline, and fostering camaraderie (e.g., Anon. 1850, 

1866, 1868). Although Connor (2005:18) has argued that drill was relatively rare amongst the 

Victorian and southern NSW versions of the Native Police, in northern NSW a Sergeant Major 

was appointed specifically to drill new recruits; other officers took on that role variously 

throughout the 1850s, 1860s, and 1870s in Queensland. In 1865 when Sub-Inspector Henry 

Browne (who had served for seven years in the 19th Prince [or Princess] of Wales Regiment) 

was in charge of the Spring Creek camp he regularly drilled the troopers on Sundays, as did 

Sub-Inspector Robert Johnstone (1905:8) in the 1870s. 

Such practices were quite different from the training required of the regular police. The Rules 

for the General Government and Discipline for a Member of the Police Force of Queensland 

(1869), stated: 

All officers, whether in charge of districts or stations, will take occasional 

opportunities to exercise their men in the manual and platoon movements: but it is 

to be understood that such exercises are not in any way to interfere with the 

discharge of their regular police duties (Clause 39). 

Conversely, Clause 40 stated: 

The principal object to be kept in view, in all exercises in drill and the use of fire 

arms, is to make the force effective and not to make it approximate in its character 

to a military body, further than by introducing the promptness and uniformity of 

action attained in such bodies. 

The contrast between the two policing bodies could not be starker: unlike regular police, NMP 

troopers were expected to be ‘perfect’ in handling firearms, a requirement achieved in part 

through drill, and they could therefore be perceived as equivalent to modern day Special 

Forces soldiers. Collectively, these elements suggest that the NMP were a police force in 

name only; in reality they were a militarised force of the highest order. How they enacted their  
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paramilitary role across Queensland relates to how they understood and used the landscape to 

meet resistance with immediate and violent punitive measures (Richards 2005:11, 63). 

From Battlefield to Battlespace: Understanding the Paramilitary 

Role of the NMP 

Considering definitions of war provides a theoretical framework for analysing the paramilitary 

role of the NMP. The US Army and most European powers have included terrain analysis in 

training since the early 20th century (Bleed and Scott 2011:48). This begins with the concept of 

the battlespace. The battlespace is one way to visualise the environment, factors, and 

conditions that need to be considered in decision-making (US Department of the Army 

2001:subsection 4, pp.69–82). In this sense, it is recognised that battlefields are only one 

component of warfare and are typically surrounded by a mix of geographical arenas and 

facilities. These include spatial subdivisions—geographical zones of operation and 

information—and facilities—permanent and short-term locations which supply, stage, and 

support deployed forces and pathways (US Department of the Army 2001:subsections 4-69–4-

82). GIS provides a tool to represent the battlespace visually, especially when linked to explicit 

military understandings of terrain, such as the KOCOA model (Bleed and Scott 2011:48).   

As an example, Bleed and Scott (2009, 2011) and Scott et al. (2016) adapted the “battlespace” 

model’s operational framework in their study of the 1865 conflicts at Mud Springs and Rush 

Creek in Nebraska, between the Cheyenne and US volunteer military forces. The battles 

occurred within days of one another between the same individuals and groups, though the 

archaeological distributions show the battles were fought very differently. Bleed and Scott 

(2009, 2011) and Scott et al. (2016) analysed the archaeological material and the distribution 

of finds to show how the terrain was used to advantage by the Cheyenne and the military 

forces. They explained how combatants used Indigenous pathways, high ground and surprise 

to influence the outcomes of these conflicts.  The battlescape and KOCOA principles meant 

Bleed and Scott (2009:170–178) demonstrated that the Cheyenne proved an effective and 

efficient antagonist, causing the US military to adopt a more aggressive approach against 

Indigenous peoples during the American Indian Wars until 1890.  
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Following changes in 2008 (US Department of the Army 2008:subsection D-4), the formerly 

singular battlespace is now understood to be a range of alternate spaces, such as areas of 

responsibility and theatres (US Department of Defence 2017). Although Bleed and Scott 

(2009, 2011) have retained the earlier concept, this thesis re-labels the ‘battlespace’ as the 

‘battlescape’ to avoid confusion.  

Within the battlescape, at the tactical level, a commanding officer (CO) must assess and 

understand the “environment, factors, and conditions” to “successfully apply combat power, 

protect the force, or complete the mission” (US Department of the Army 2001:subsection 4-

77). The spatial subdivisions of the battlescape include the area of operations, areas of 

influence, areas of interest, and the information environment (Figure 2-1). The area of 

operations is “the immediate area occupied by a combat force”, including the battlefield (Bleed 

and Scott 2011:51). The area around the area of operation is the “area of influence”, or the 

zone in which a CO can “directly influence by manoeuvre or fire” (Bleed and Scott 2011:51). 

An “area of interest” surrounds the area of influence and may be controlled or occupied by 

Indigenous peoples. These three ‘areas’ can be located in “real space and tied to specific 

places and features” within a landscape (Bleed and Scott 2011:51). In addition to delineable 

geographic subdivisions, the less tangible information environment comprises material that is 

assessed by the CO. Within these areas are various ‘facilities’, including home stations and 

force projection bases—permanent and short-term locations which supply, stage, and support 

deployed forces—from which a force can be mobilised.  
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In NMP terms the home station was the police headquarters—a command node removed from 

areas of operation and fighting—while NMP camps (either permanent or short-term) were force 

projection bases. Camps were the staging areas for the NMP, offering strategic placement 

across the battlescape that influenced a unit’s objectives. These facilities also provided all 

necessary operational administration, logistics, and communications (cf. Bleed and Scott 

2011:52–53). Linking the NMP camp amenities were the routes (roads, tracks, and Indigenous 

travel pathways) that facilitated movement of supplies and information. Placing the NMP camp 

at the heart of the battlescape in this way recognises the crucial role that these locations 

played in the related events of daily life and the NMP’s actions against Indigenous peoples.  

The historical background of each of the NMP camps investigated in this thesis is considered 

in the next chapter, and the ways in which the battlescape may have been perceived by a 

trooper, is explored more fully in Chapter 6. 
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Weapons of the NMP 

Understanding how the NMP functioned and how they may have used the battlescape to their 

advantage also requires an understanding of their weapons and ammunition. A multitude of 

weapons were potentially available to the NMP, our understanding thereof complicated by the 

lack of NSW and Queensland Colonial Storekeeper3 records. Existing documentation 

demonstrates the shortcomings of government correspondence: registers lack detail and 

contain unclear entries, highlighting discrepancies and conflicting information. Unfortunately, 

Robinson (1997) identified no documents that systematically recorded the movement of arms, 

although several documents have recently come to light that extend what we know about the 

weapons purchased in the 1860s by Queensland authorities and what this meant for the NMP.  

Detailed historical research conducted at the Queensland State Archives and consultation with 

historical weapons specialists identified nine weapons shown definitively to have been used by 

the NMP (see Appendix 4; Table 2–1): the Constabulary 20-gauge carbine and/or the 

Yeomanry 20-gauge carbine, the ‘Cape’ Pattern 20-gauge double barrel carbine, the Potts & 

Hunt 20-gauge double barrel carbine, the Colt revolver (the Colt Navy Model 1851 or Model 

1861 .36 inch percussion revolver), the Westley Richards & Co. 20-gauge double barrel pinfire 

carbine, the P. Webley & Son Snider artillery carbine MkIII .577- inch centrefire single barrel 

carbine, the P. Webley & Son RIC No 3 .442-inch centrefire revolver, and the Martini-Henry 

.450 inch centrefire breech loading single barrel carbine. The ammunition for these weapons 

ranged from generic 20-gauge lead balls to unique Boxer constructed centrefire cartridges and 

bullets. Purchases of the types of weapons known to have been issued to the NMP is shown in 

Table 2-2. 

It is also possible that other arms and ammunition used by the regular police or held in the 

Government Store could have filtered through to them. Two other, shorter and lighter longarms 

 

 

3 The agents responsible for documenting what weapons and ammunition were issued, when and in what 
quantities to whom. 
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that the NMP—effectively a cavalry detachment—may have used were the Calisher & Terry 

single barrel capping breech loader and the Winchester 1873 model repeating rifle.  

Unfortunately, there is insufficient historical evidence to support unequivocally the supply of 

either of these weapons to the NMP (see Appendix 4 for more information). In the absence of 

definitive evidence, the vague nature of documentary references causes speculation as to 

whether any NMP personnel received all or a portion of them. It is also possible that officers of 

the NMP may have purchased such weapons privately without their being officially issued to 

them. 
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Table 2-1 Weapons known to have been issued to the NMP. 
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Table 2-2 Purchases of the types of weapons known to have been issued to the NMP. 
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Summary  

The mere existence of colonial conflict demonstrates the acceptance of non-State irregular 

warfare as a legitimate, recognisable mode of warring. The reality was that the subjugation of 

Indigenous peoples could only be achieved by combining State and irregular non-State modes 

of warfare to establish effective strategies and tactics against Indigenous resistance. The most 

notorious of government agents were the Queensland NMP. Commanded by leaders often 

possessing military backgrounds, the troopers were expert practitioners in non-State warfare, 

knew how to survive in Australian conditions, and knew the enemy. Moreover, both officers 

and troopers were well-equipped with, and trained in using, lethal weapons and ammunition. 

As colonial governments were not prepared to acknowledge Indigenous ownership of the land 

or afford Indigenous peoples inclusion or agency in the process of expansion, war was 

inevitable. The following chapter explores what is known about the four study sites and the 

intertwined connections between military precedent, NMP personnel, and socio-political 

influences on site selection and functionality. 
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Chapter 3: The NMP study sites 
 

As settlers extended their footprint in search of pastoral or mineral wealth, they were met with 

Indigenous resistance. They subsequently invited or petitioned for NMP support, or were 

provided with such as a matter of course. The NMP established more than 154 camps across 

Queensland over the course of the 19th century (Barker et al. 2020:26), the location of which 

was governed by three considerations: 

1. The availability of permanent water and grass for horses;  

2. Proximity to communications infrastructure; and,  

3. Centrality to the area they were responsible for.  

The spatial layout of individual camps varied between military quadrangles, parallel rows and 

ad hoc designs (Figure 3.1). The replicable components of each were an officer’s quarters, 

troopers’ huts, storeroom, and horse paddock (Barker et al. 2020:30). Another constant was 

the hierarchical segregation of officers from troopers, with the placement of officers at one end 

of the complex and troopers at the other (Barker et al. 2020:31). 
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Barker et al. (2020:31) suggested that the main factor influencing a camp’s layout was the CO, 

who was either reinforcing the principles of military hierarchy or adhering to more generic 

camp construction principles. Richards (2008:7–9) has noted that many NMP officers had a 

military and/or Irish policing background (see Burke and Wallis 2019), and military doctrines 

and influences, both tacit and overt, would have left an indelible impression on the NMP. Even 

though this was not a sustained characteristic of officers in the later period of the force (Burke 

2020), a general military influence, orchestrated by the Police Commissioner and cemented in 

the foundations of the NMP, would have had a lasting impact on the functionality and routines 

of the force. 

This chapter considers the geographical placement of the four camps at the core of this thesis, 

the circumstances that brought each camp into existence, their personnel, and how each camp 

fitted into the larger picture of frontier violence. 
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Belyando (Mistake Creek) 

The Belyando NMP camp is located approximately 64 km southwest of Clermont on the 

eastern bank of the seasonal Mistake Creek (Figure 1.1). The site lies in the historical pastoral 

district of South Kennedy, on the border of the Yagalingu and the Wangan peoples (Tindale 

1974). It is currently in the Jangga Native Title claim area.  

Belyando was established in 1863 as settlers pushed west following the Peak Downs gold rush 

of 1862 (Burke and Wallis 2019). The camp was located on the station of Jeremiah Rolfe, who 

established the run in the early 1860s (Historicus 1951:11). According to newspaper reports, 

between 1864 and 1866 there were several outbreaks of hostilities in the area. Trooper 

Duncan was killed and another (unnamed) trooper wounded in one event in 1864, with the 

detachment apparently pushed to retreat to the camp (Murray 1864b, 1864c). In 1866 the 

Brisbane Courier (p.6) reported that “the blacks have lately been menacing the Native Police 

Barracks at Belyando” and were being “troublesome”. The corresponding response by Sub-

Inspector Thomas Coward and his detachment was typical: they reportedly “dispersed” people 

“in the usual and approved manner” (Rockhampton Bulletin and Central Queensland 

Advertiser 1864:1). Reports of hostilities had virtually ceased by the early 1870s, no doubt 

owing to the brutal efficiency of the NMP, and Sub-Inspector Alexander Douglas and his 

troopers left the site for the final time in 1879 on transfer to Blackall. Thereafter the camp 

became known as Alberto Banchory outstation, during which time the buildings were probably 

re-used (Burke and Wallis 2019).  

The only reference to the arrangement of the camp’s structures is a photograph depicting four 

troopers in front of four timber and bark buildings (Figure 3.2). The image is undated, and 

building functions are unknown, though they appear too large and substantial to be troopers’ 

huts. In this regard it is worth noting that the Belyando camp also served as the local Post 

Office (Brisbane Courier 1867:5) and it is possible some of the buildings might have served 

non-NMP purposes. 
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Trooper numbers fluctuated from 6–11 (Table 3-1), the variation potentially reflecting the ebb 

and flow of local Indigenous resistance or the relationship between the CO and his 

subordinates. For example, one of the most ruthless of NMP officers was Fredrick Wheeler, his 

infamy epitomised at Belyando in 1876 when his flogging of Jemmy, an Indigenous man, was 

so severe that Jemmy subsequently died. Wheeler was dismissed from the force and charged 

with Jemmy’s murder, absconding to Java while on bail to avoid prosecution (Queensland 

Police Gazette 1876:49; Richards 2004:96). 
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Wheeler was not the only person to abscond: two troopers deserted in 1864, the entire 

detachment in 1869, four troopers in 1872, and a further four in 1878 (Mackay Mercury and 

South Kennedy Advertiser 1872:2; Queensland Police Gazette 1870:51; Murray 1864a, 1869) 

(Table 3-2). 

 

 

 

More than half of the 11 officers known to have been assigned to Belyando had previous 

military or policing experience (Table 3-3). The only known married staff member at Belyando 

was the camp keeper, Constable Peter Turner, who was accompanied by his wife Mary and 

son John. 
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Boralga 

The Boralga (aka Lower Laura) NMP camp is located on the east bank of the Laura River, ~18 

km downstream from the township of Laura, Cape York Peninsula. The site is in the historical 

pastoral district of Cook, in the lands of the Kokowarra speaking peoples.  

Established to protect persons travelling to and from the Palmer River goldfield, Boralga was 

occupied from 1875–1894 (Burke and Wallis 2019; Cole 2004:160). The gold rush caused a 

sudden and extreme arrival of fortune seekers, so 24 troopers under the command of Sub-

Inspector Stanhope O’Connor were dispatched to disperse “troublesome mobs” (Dalby Herald 

and Western Queensland Advertiser 1876:4). O’Connor noted on his arrival that “I found the 

country in a very bad state, as the blacks were daring and warlike—so much so that they 

attacked my barracks the day after my arrival” (Queenslander, 18 December 1880, p786).  

Although most miners had moved on within a decade, they were replaced by pastoralists (Cole 

2004:167).  

O’Connor is a key source of information about Boralga, at least during its early years, writing 

letters and producing a sketch plan of the camp in 1877 showing the placement of buildings in 

a military quadrangle (Figure 3.3) (Cole 2004:163). O’Connor lacked a military background 

himself but was the son of a British army officer; defensively positioning the camp between 

river and swamp and organising it in a quadrangle layout suggests he may have been 

influenced to at least some degree by his father’s military experience. 
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Historical photographs and geophysical mapping of the site suggest that the layout changed 

over time (Lowe 2018:689). An 1884 photograph, for example, shows Sub-Inspector Charles 

Marrett and his wife outside a relatively robust timber slab and bark house (Figure 3.4); by 

1894 the primary residence comprised six rooms and a kitchen, while the constable’s 

accommodation had two rooms and a kitchen. In addition, there was an office with two spare 

rooms, a tack store, sheds for fodder and carts, and multiple trackers’ quarters (Barker et al. 

2020:34). Work by Cole (2004:161–167) identified structures and areas pinpointed by 

Indigenous elders as variously being inhabited by officers or troopers, a spatial and 

hierarchical division supported by archaeological analysis (Bateman 2020). 
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At least 15 named officers were stationed at Boralga. One of the these was former RIC 

member William Britton. He and Michael Linehan were the only officers with prior military or 

policing experience (Table 3-4 and 3–5) (Burke and Wallis 2019). Both were also the only 

members of the NMP to have an association with more than one of the study sites: Britton was 

later posted to Eyres Creek, while Linehan had been a camp keeper at Eyres Creek before his 

transfer to Boralga. At least seven officers were known to be married during their tenure (Burke 

and Wallis 2019).  
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Pugh’s Almanac records the highest number of troopers (10 or 11) in the first three years of 

the camp’s operation, falling to a low of three in 1886 and 1887, before rising again to five in 

1890 (Table 3-4). Not much is known of the identity of these men beyond the brothers Jack 

Noble and Sambo (aka Quambo), the latter of whom died in Victoria on 19 March 1879 

(Morning Bulletin 1879:2) (Table 3-6). Both troopers, along with Hero, Jimmy, and Johnny, 

were in a detachment under O’Connor’s command which travelled to Victoria to assist in the 

search for the Kelly gang (Figure 3.5). The only other known named trooper, Willie, was noted 

as having deserted with a rifle and ammunition in 1877 (Qld Police Gazette 1877:137 ). 
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Boulia (Burke River) 

The Boulia (aka Burke River) NMP camp is located ~25 km north of the town of Boulia (Figure 

1.1), on the western bank of the Burke River and Mucklandama (aka Barracks) Waterhole. The 

camp is located on Strathelbiss Station in the Gregory North historical pastoral district within 

the Native Title lands of the Pitta-Pitta people, though Yulluna people also have close 

connections to the area (Lance Sullivan and Hazel Sullivan pers. comm. July 2018).  

Unlike the previously described camps, which were instigated to facilitate mineral wealth, the 

Boulia camp was established in late 1878 by Sub-Inspector Ernest Eglinton and four troopers 

to support the westward expansion of pastoralists (Brisbane Courier 1878:7). The camp 

remained operational for nine years, with the decision made in 1885 to relocate the 

detachment to Toby’s Creek (Ahern 1885; Mosman 1886). The camp buildings were sold to 

pastoralist Edward Weinholt in 1885 for £100, who subsequently re-used them. The site 

reverted to a stock watering point and public tourism, camping, and fishing location sometime 

in the 20th century (Artym 2018:154). 
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No historical plans or photographs exist for the Boulia camp, nor are there any written 

descriptions of the buildings, though it was described as “most respectable looking” 

(Queenslander 1882:551). It is reasonable to expect that, like most NMP camps, Boulia would 

have consisted of an officer’s quarters, troopers’ huts and store. Notably, Boulia is the only 

camp to have had buildings constructed of stone (Barker et al. 2020:34) (Figure 3.6). 

Archaeological evidence suggests that the two surviving stone structures on site were 

associated with the officers’ area, while the troopers were accommodated in less durable 

structures further from the waterhole (Artym 2018:76).  

 

 

 

The number of personnel stationed at Boulia spiked in 1880, suggesting an influx of resources 

to carry out punitive expeditions against local Aboriginal people following white deaths at 

nearby Wonomo Waterhole in 1879, while a reduction in trooper numbers after 1884 suggests 

that Aboriginal resistance may have lessened after this time (Table 3-7). Certainly, the posting 

of regular police to the Boulia township in 1883 would indicate that ‘pacification’ was complete 

by this date. Boulia personnel were minimal compared to Boralga (Tables 3-5 and 3-7). Both 

Eglinton and Archibald Mosman had children with Indigenous women, although the latter’s 

were not within the period of his occupation at Boulia. None of the known officers were married 
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and no information is available on the names or marital status of troopers (QSA 563908; 

AF/1093 A/40056; Richards 2008:159, 249). 

 

 

 

 

 

Eyres Creek 

The Eyres Creek NMP camp is situated on Glengyle Station, approximately 10 km southwest 

of the town of Bedourie on the west bank of Eyres Creek (Figure 1.1) (Figure 3.7). Like the 

Boulia camp, Eyres Creek lay in the Gregory North pastoral district, in Wangkamadhla country. 
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The northern sector of the district had been ‘civilised’ by Eglinton, but the southern pastoralists 

maintained a need for an NMP presence between Boulia and Birdsville (Hyatt 1888). Sub-

Inspector Frederick Murray selected the site based on its ability to provide “permanent water 

and a good horse run” (Murray 1882), resulting in the establishment of the camp by Captain 

Robert Little and troopers in 1883 (Sharpe 1882).  

There are no historical plans or photographs of the site, though written descriptions exist: 

The camp at present consists of officers’ quarters, Constables quarters, Store, six 

thatch huts for troopers Horse & milking yards. I had arranged with the contractor 

to erect a kitchen but this will now have to stand over until a dray can be purchased 

as the timber will have to be carted some distance (Sharpe 1883). 

Eyres Creek nourished small trees unsuitable for slab hut construction so buildings were 

erected from adobe, being described in 1889 as consisting of:   

Officers’ Quarters with detached kitchen. Camp Keepers Quarters, Store, meat 

House saddle shed a good-sized stock yard either troopers huts built of grass and 

a garden, all the buildings are mud with thatched roofs (Britton 1889).  

Archaeological evidence was unable to contribute much additional information, given that the 

adobe method left no geophysical signature, but given Little’s military background the site plan 

may have conformed to a more formal model (Barker et al. 2020:30, 31). In 1890 the barracks 

were sold (Britton 1890). 
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The number of personnel stationed at Eyres Creek was relatively stable, at around eight 

troopers, declining to five in 1885 (Pugh’s Almanac 1886:140) (Table 3-9).  

Of the white officers, Constable Michael Linehan was ex-military and spent his entire career as 

a camp keeper (Table 3-10). There is some question of the exact role of Sub-Inspector Robert 

Sharpe at the Eyres Creek camp, but it appears he backfilled Little’s position when required. 

Several women were also explicitly named in relation to the Eyres Creek camp (Table 3-11), 

including Little’s wife and daughter and the wives of three troopers. 
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Camp Keepers and Women  

The running of each NMP camp required a dedicated camp keeper to take charge of the stores 

and the camp while the Sub-Inspector was on patrol; this was usually a white Constable, many 

of whom were employed because of their blacksmithing skills (Table 3–12). Although neither 

patrol nor camp keeper’s diaries exist for the four study sites, a typical camp keeper’s duties 

are apparent from the daily journal entries for the Craigie, Oak Park, and Nigger Creek NMP 

camps. Sites were cleaned and clothes washed every week, with the camp keeper also 

responsible for unspecified ‘general duties’, as well as specific activities such as mowing hay 

and running despatches into town.  

Indigenous and non-Indigenous wives and children were also clearly a regular cohort at many 

camps, although there is little information to sustain an analysis of the degree or nature of 

interaction between officers’ and troopers’ families. It is clear from camp diaries that 

Indigenous women performed their daily work without recompense (Bateman 2020:30–31; 

QSA86146 1880, 1881, 1882), and, given general patterns of Aboriginal labour elsewhere, it is 

likely they performed domestic labour tasks for officers’ wives. The significance of women and 

the camper keeper cohort becomes apparent in Chapter 6 when considering their connection 

to the use of firearms. 
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Chapter 4: Methods 
 

A range of methods were used to explore weapons used by the NMP, including archival 

research, comparison of arms and ammunition to those held in museum and private 

collections, cataloguing of recovered archaeological specimens, forensic analysis of fired 

cartridges and GIS methods to analyse the battlescape. 

Archival Research 

Eight days were spent at the Queensland State Archives identifying relevant material. 

Specifically, material was sought that identified the weapons purchased by the Queensland 

government and issued to the NMP during 1860–1900. This was chiefly drawn from the 

Colonial Secretary’s correspondence, supplemented by other police correspondence. 

Museum and private collections 

Weapons held in the Queensland Museum, Queensland Police Museum, and the author’s 

collection, as well as in private collections, were physically inspected. Additionally, the 

Australian Arms Auction website was monitored for the period 2018–2022 and weapons 

potentially purchased by the Queensland government for police were verified, with identifying 

details, such as manufacturer, date, and stamps, recorded for future reference.  

A similar process was followed to understand developments in ammunition. The author has 

been affiliated with the Arms and Militaria Collectors Club, Australian Cartridge Collectors 

Association, and International Ammunition Association for some years and has established an 

extensive reference collection of pre-1900 ammunition. This reference collection, 

supplemented by discussions with other collectors made possible the positive identification of 

weapons and ammunition referenced in this thesis.  
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Fieldwork  

Work conducted prior to the instigation of this thesis consisted of visiting purported NMP camp 

site locations to determine whether they retained any archaeological evidence and, if so, to 

assess their research potential. A second fieldwork phase involved deploying geophysical 

techniques at selected sites to further establish their excavation potential (Lowe et al. 

2018:689).  

Systematic pedestrian surveys were then conducted across the full extent of all sites selected 

for excavation. This offered very limited results at Boralga, owing to most NMP-related 

materials being buried, but at the other study sites revealed extensive surface assemblages. 

Observed artefacts were flagged, and their locations plotted with a unique identification 

number using a Nikon total station. Aerial photography was obtained at three sites (excluding 

Boralga) using a DJI Phantom 4 Pro drone, georectified, and collated in ArcGIS as an underlay 

for site plans.  

As summarised in Table 4-1, excavations were conducted in accordance with standard single 

context archaeological techniques following Burke et al. (2017:243–246). Trenches generally 

commenced as 1 x 1 m squares which were extended based on the exposure of sub-surface 

features. All excavated sediment was passed through nested 5 and 1 mm sieves to recover 

artefacts. 
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Cataloguing weapons-related artefacts  

Artefacts were catalogued individually by various team members and entered into an online 

project database (Burke and Wallis 2019). All weapons and ammunition records not entered in 

the first instance by the author were reviewed and, where necessary, updated.  

Core variables recorded for all artefacts included completeness, material, dimensions (length, 

width, thickness), weight, and identifying features such trademarks. A brief written description 

of the object and a photograph accompanied each artefact record. Where possible, date 

ranges were indicated based on reference to published sources.  

Supplementary variables changed according to whether the object was a weapon or a piece of 

ammunition. For ammunition, the projectile type, deformation, the number and type of rifling 

grooves, mould seams, sprue marks, base and rim, body and firing mechanism, weight in 

grains, and headstamp were recorded, where these could be determined. Bore, gauge, and 

calibre were also assessed. For weapons, trademarks and gun part were recorded. Details for 

the recording of all variables are provided, along with copies of the recording forms, in 

Appendix 3. 

Classifying ammunition by class, sub-class and calibre 

The firearms used by the NMP during the 19th century were primarily designed for war, they 

were intended to kill Indigenous people over a range of distances and to minimise the risk to 

the user. The development of weapons technology and production during this time period led 

to the creation of increasingly lethal arms with greater range, accuracy, and rapidity of fire. A 

multitude of weapons exhibiting these changes were potentially available for the NMP during 

the latter half of the 19th century. 

To identify the weapons represented in an ammunition-related assemblage, the ammunition 

must first be classed as rifled or smoothbore, and then drilled down to the sub-class based on 

the mode of discharge (rimfire, pinfire, centrefire). Calibre can then be used to determine 

precisely which type of weapon used a particular round. Determining the abundance of each 

class, sub-class, and calibre of ammunition allows conclusions to be drawn about weapons 

distribution, functionality, preference, and activities, such as hunting or target practice.  
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Functionality is particularly significant when combined with the local terrain, and the type of 

weapon used suggests how an NMP detachment functioned, since detachments adopted 

tactics appropriate to the local terrain. This included using rifles for long-distance aimed 

shooting, as compared to smoothbore pinfire shotguns and revolvers, which were more 

effective in close-quarter combat. The differences between double- and single-barrel carbines 

also provide insights into how weapons were used within the battlescape. 

Forensic analysis of fired cartridges 

A discharged cartridge case inherits impressions that are distinctive to a particular firearm and 

can be identified forensically. Comparing class and individual characteristics on multiple fired 

cartridges determined which cartridges derived from one as opposed to multiple firearms 

(Dillon 2008:367–403).  

Ammunition-related artefacts were first separated by class into either smoothbore, rifled, or 

unknown, then into sub-classes of rimfire, centrefire, pinfire, or unknown, and then by calibre. 

Headstamps were examined to match the cartridges to a manufacturer and date. In 

circumstances where ammunition was not designed for a specific arm, the Integrated Ballistics 

Identification System (IBIS) database was used to match a cartridge to a weapon.  

All examination of the ammunition-related artefacts was conducted in accordance with 

Association of Firearms and Toolmarks Examiners (AFTE) protocols (Dillon 2008:389, 395–

396). The AFTE theory of identification has one of four outcomes: (positive) identification; 

inconclusive; elimination; and unsuitable for comparison (Dillon 2008:387). For a successful 

identification there must be agreement on a combination of individual characteristics. The 

outcome is inconclusive when there is some agreement on individual characteristics but not all 

(due to absence, insufficient individual characteristics, or lack of reproducibility of individual 

characteristics). Elimination is reached when there is sufficient disagreement on discernible 

class/individual characteristics. “Unsuitable for comparison” is the outcome when a mutilated 

or fired cartridge bears no microscopic marks (Dillon 2008:387–389).  
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Breech face marks and firing pin impressions 

Assistance was obtained from weapons experts at the Victoria Police Firearms Unit to examine 

the fired cases. Their advice included microscopic examination and the recording of individual 

characteristics caused by firing pin and breech face marks. General time restraints meant 

restricting this examination to the ammunition of the weapon that most epitomised the actions 

of the NMP: the Snider artillery carbine cartridges. This analysis were restricted to those from 

Boulia and Eyres Creek, as the Snider cartridges from Boralga were too corroded to examine.   

Primers were examined under an Optico ASZ-400 trinocular stereo microscope at 40x 

magnification with a USB camera. Each primer was examined by aligning the cartridge to the 

fired position (rotating the firing pin impression to 6 o’clock) and then recording dimensions 

(length and width) of breech face impressions and the dimensions (length and width) and 

location of individual characteristics of the firing pin impressions.  

Once the first primer was examined, all subsequent primers were then compared to the first 

and to each other in succession. Each time a unique primer was discovered it was assigned a 

capital letter (e.g., A, B, C, etc.). All subsequent primers were either matched to previous 

primers or became a new unique primer and so assigned a sequential capital letter. Examining 

the individual characteristics of two or more primers led to one of three outcomes. Firstly, the 

primers matched, which meant the same gun fired them. Where comparisons were 

inconclusive (due to insufficient individual characteristics), the cartridges may or may not have 

been fired by the same weapon. Thirdly, different weapons clearly fired some cartridges 

because there was sufficient disagreement in the discernible individual characteristics.  

KOCOA site analysis 

GIS analysis intertwined the individual spatial data for discharged cartridge cases with 

topographic and georectified aerial imagery to visualise the distribution and discharge patterns 

of ammunition-related artefacts at all sites. Layered distribution maps were produced for each 

site to show the location of ammunition-related artefacts on a georectified aerial photograph 

and topographic imagery.  
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To determine something of the pattern of what weapons were being shot where, the ‘Key 

terrain, Observations and fields of fire, Cover and concealment, Obstacles, and Avenues of 

approach’ (KOCOA) model, developed by the US military to understand terrain, was adopted. 

The definition and examples of the KOCOA attributes are detailed in Table 4-2. 

 

 

 

 

Determining direction of fire  

Critical considerations in reading the battlescape are the inherent particulars of weapons use 

and their ballistic performance. Determining what direction the NMP were shooting—the field 

of fire—relies on knowing the type of firearm used, the weapon’s intended purpose, and the  
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calibre of the fired cartridge (and thus the bullet’s effective range4 , i.e. the maximum distance 

a bullet may travel accurately and retain sufficient energy to do its job [Potter 2014:315]). 

Determining the direction of fire commenced with mapping the locations of discharged 

cartridges within the battlescape, and centring each artefact in a 360-degree circle (‘circle of 

fire’), with the radius corresponding to the effective range of fire (i.e. 20, 50, or 200 m). It was 

then possible to create a viewshed to show what could be seen by a trooper. Applying the 

KOCOA principles to each viewshed showed the most likely direction the firearm was 

discharged within the circle of fire.  

The circle of fire was then reduced to a ‘field of fire’ by dividing the circle along contours across 

the slope. Using the remaining KOCOA principles, the field of fire was assessed to narrow 

down the direction a trooper decided to shoot. In other words, the field of fire was defined as 

the area across and downslope from where a target would be visible and provided a maximum 

observation area. In conjunction with the other KOCOA principles this established the best 

line-of-visibility to show the most probable direction in which a trooper discharged his firearm. 

By determining direction, firearm activities can be identified and behaviours, such as target 

practice or hunting, suggested. It can also help to identify areas which were not suitable for 

shooting towards, such as buildings. 

Viewshed analysis 

A viewshed uses the elevation of each cell of a digital elevation model (DEM) to divide a site 

into visible and invisible areas when viewed from given locations, underpinned by the accuracy 

and precision of the DEM and its metadata (Beck 2016:58). DEMs for the four study sites were 

derived from datasets retrieved from <https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/>. Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (SRTM) 1 Arc-Second Global tiles were chosen due to the completeness 

of data, as well as accuracy and resolution. With a resolution of the data in arc-seconds (1 arc-

 

 

4 A bullet has an “extreme range” (i.e. the greatest distance a bullet can travel) (Potter 2014:315). A bullet starts 
falling the moment it leaves the gun’s barrel; consequently it will always have a curved trajectory. Shooting a 
bullet slightly upward instead of horizontally compensates for this drop. 
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second approximately 30 m), the consensus view is that it has a minimum vertical accuracy of 

16 m absolute error at 90% confidence (Root Mean Square Error [RMSE] of 9.73 m) worldwide 

(Farr et al. 2007). 

While there are various types, this thesis used a binary viewshed analysis (Fisher 1996:1297). 

Areas within the landscape that are visible from a given viewpoint were assigned a value of ‘1’ 

as an indication of a positive result, or a value of ‘0’ for a negative result. All parameters were 

set via the Viewshed utility function of the ArcToolbox. A notional height of 1.7 m above the 

surface of the raster DEM was used for the observer, the standard offset for an adult human 

(Conolly and Lake 2006:232, 296; Wheatley and Gillings 2002:205), and visibility was 

generated on a 5 km radius from the centre point of the study area. 

The impact of efficient weaponry   

The introduction of rifling and the Snider artillery carbines in 1870 gave the NMP a more 

effective method for aimed shooting over greater distances. But how did weapons affect the 

functionality of the NMP? This question is answered by an equation that was devised to 

calculate a conservative, ammunition-based approach to quantifying Indigenous colonial 

deaths based solely on the Snider carbine, which dominated the duties of the NMP between 

1870 and 1890. This equation takes into account the quantity of ammunition issued to troopers 

and the gazetted strength of the NMP, and assumes that troopers were accurate marksmen 

who hit their target with each bullet discharged. 

By multiplying the number of troopers by the amount of ammunition they were issued and the 

number of years between 1871 and 1890 (n=20), an estimate of the minimum number of 

Indigenous people killed can be obtained using the equation: Number of cartridges x number 

of troopers x number of years = Indigenous people killed.  

It should be noted that this estimate is highly conservative because it does not consider the 

years before 1871 or after 1890 during which the NMP operated, and does not take into 

account deaths caused by 20-gauge pinfire or revolver cartridges. 
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Limitations 

It is important to acknowledge that archives are shaped by social, political, and economic 

influences, and that they may reflect a biased view of historical events (Burke and Smith 

2004:168; Piggott 2007:88). This is particularly true when it comes to the actions of the NMP 

and their impact on Indigenous peoples. It is therefore important to consider archival materials 

carefully and to think about alternative perspectives before relying solely on the information 

they present. 

While every effort has been made to interrogate all relevant historical sources, archival records 

relating to the NMP are known to be incomplete (Ørsted-Jensen 2011:100–101; Richards 

2008:5–6). The routine difficulty in reconstructing the past from the partial documentary record 

is compounded by the repeated use of anglicised Christian names given to troopers, and 

individual troopers sometimes being given different names when transferred between camps. 

Together, these issues complicate reconstructions of the strength of various detachments over 

time. 

A presumption has been made that ammunition-related artefacts recovered from each camp 

site do not predate a camp’s occupation. Fired cartridges resulting from activity post-camp 

closure were identified via their date range and references in primary sources. 

Artefacts have also been exposed to taphonomic processes. Slope angle, in conjunction with 

the size and shape of objects, contributes to sorting; hence, resulting distribution patterns may 

be misinterpreted as representing patterns of human behaviour. Notably, the ammunition-

related artefacts are akin to the formation of gravel deposits—‘gibbers’—accumulating in 

depressions across Boulia, Mistake Creek, and to the south of Eyres Creek (Reynolds 1964).  

In the archaeological context, flood water or sheet wash on flat sites or gently inclined slopes 

of <5% may not have moved artefacts significantly horizontally, but may have moved them 

downward as surrounding sediments have been eroded by wind. At Boulia, Artym (2018:159, 

166) concluded that some artefact drift may have occurred, but was less likely in vegetated 

areas, and that artefacts closer to the waterhole were “mostly unaffected”, as were larger and 

heavier objects. Because ammunition is both (relatively) heavy and large, no allowance has 
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been made for the possible movement of a fired cartridge once it passed from the systemic to 

archaeological context for those artefacts recovered from the surface of sites (cf. Schiffer 

1972:161, 162).  

The Boralga site artefacts, however, were from subsurface contexts and taphonomic 

processes had a very different effect on their state of preservation. Located in the tropics, the 

Boralga site is prone to annual inundation (Bateman 2020:50). Here, soil acidity and moisture 

have caused oxidation to such a degree that it rendered all ammunition cartridges unsuitable 

for forensic analysis. Additionally, the total number of artefacts across the site is unknown, and 

hence the recovered finds represent an unknown sample of the whole.  

The ammunition-related artefacts recovered at Eyres Creek, Belyando, and Boulia were 

surface finds not subjected to the same levels of soil acidity or corrosion as those at Boralga, 

and were more amenable to forensic analysis. Additionally, given that all surface finds visible 

at the time were recovered from these sites, they are likely to represent a greater percentage 

of the total artefacts originally deposited at these sites. 

Lastly, the life cycle of ammunition is unknown. While research has considered the lifecycle of 

bottles and ceramic vessels, the same cannot be said for ammunition. In the case of cartridge 

ammunition and the 20-gauge pinfire cartridges, they were intended to be reloaded multiple 

times (Sargeaunt 1867). While we know the NMP were reloading cartridges as part of camp 

life, we cannot be sure how many times a cartridge was re-used before it was discarded or 

how long a cartridge remained in the systemic context after it was manufactured. 
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Chapter 5: NMP ammunition  
 

In this chapter the results of the artefact analyses from the study sites are summarised by 

class, sub-class, calibre, and weapon. In total, 498 ammunition-related artefacts were 

analysed, of which four complete cartridges, 11 bullets, 20 shotgun projectiles, and 22 

cartridge cases have not been discharged. Those that had been discharged included a single 

bullet and 264 cartridge cases. The primer was either absent, damaged, or corroded in the 

remaining 176 cartridge cases, hence it could not be determined whether they had been 

discharged or not. 

Of the 498 ammunition-related artefacts recovered, Belyando had the smallest sample (n=10); 

notably, the distinctive NMP .442” revolver, .577” Snider, and 20-gauge pinfire were all 

present. Boulia presented the second smallest assemblage (n=103) but the second most 

diverse sample, matched to 11 different types of weapons (four handguns, six rifles, and a 

shotgun). While Eyres Creek had 116 artefacts, the site offered one of the least diverse 

selections of weapons, comprising only four handguns, three rifles, and three shotguns. 

Conversely, Boralga was the longest occupied of all the sites, had the greatest number of finds 

(n=269), possessed the widest variety of ammunition and the largest range of weapons (n=12). 

While the finds from Beylando, Boulia and Eyres Creek were remarkably well preserved, the 

impact of corrosion and oxidation on the finds from Boralga made distinguishing between 

cartridge cases for the .577” Snider carbine and the .577-.450” Martini-Henry carbine 

impossible in 26 cases (5.2% of the total sample). Nonetheless, positive identification was 

accomplished in 449 cases (90.2% of recovered finds). 

Ammunition-related artefacts by site 

Belyando (Mistake Creek)  

Ten ammunition-related artefacts were associated with Belyando, including a fired revolver 

.442 bullet (MIS-040637) (Figure 5.7 [right]). This was the only discharged bullet recovered 

from any site. Rifle ammunition-related artefacts from Belyando included a longarm .557  
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unfired Boxer Type 6 bullet (MIS-041564) for a Snider Mk VIII cartridge case (n=1) and a .442 

revolver casing (n=1). Shotgun ammunition-related artefacts included a 20-gauge pinfire 

cartridge head (n=1), loose shot (n=2), a cap (percussion or primer) (n=1), and sections of 

brass foil (n=2). Despite the low numbers of finds at Belyando (n=10), the characteristic NMP 

.442” revolver, .577” Snider, and 20-gauge pinfire were all present.  

Boulia (Burke River) 

Boulia contained 103 ammunition-related artefacts. Some of these related to handguns, 

including an unfired bullet (n=1) for a .410” revolver (Figure 5.6), .442” calibre cartridge cases 

(n=6), and .450” calibre cartridge cases (n=4). Rifle cartridge cases included .22” rimfire cases 

(n=5) (Figure 5.11), a .22” magnum unfired cartridge (n=1) (Figure 5.12), .360” No 5 cases 

(n=2) (Figure 5.13) .442” long case (n=4), a single .577/.450” case for a Martini-Henry weapon 

(BOU-019498), .577” MkVIII or MkIX Snider casings (n=34), and four unknown rifle casings. 

Shotgun cartridge head casings included 12-gauge (n=19), loose shot (n=8), caps (percussion 

or primers) (n=2), brass foil (n=8), and metal from unidentifiable ammunition (n=3). 

The quantity of ammunition from Boulia was marginally below the median, but was the second 

most diverse, matched to 11 different types of weapons (four handguns, six rifles, and a 

shotgun). The most common handgun ammunition recovered was for the .442” revolver, while 

the .577” Snider was the most common longarm. Although there were six different rifle types, 

the two .22” rifles post-date the period of NMP occupation (1878–1885). Notably, along with 

Boralga, Boulia had ammunition for Martini-Henry arms (n=1). Boulia was the only site with no 

20-gauge pinfire ammunition. 

Eyres Creek 

The 116 ammunition-related artefacts from Eyres Creek included one revolver .380” calibre 

cartridge case (Figure 5.5), five revolver .442” calibre cartridges cases (Figure 5.8), and four 

revolver .450” calibre cartridge cases (Figure 5.9). Rifle cartridge cases included .22” rimfire 

cases (n=2) (Figure 5.11), a .44”-40 Winchester case (n=1), a .557” Type 6 unfired bullet (n=1) 

(EYR-016705) for Snider MkIX cartridges, and .577 casings (n=35). Shotgun cartridge head 

casings included 12-gauge (n=36) (Figure 5.25), 16-gauge (n=7) (Figure 5.26) and 20-gauge  
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pinfire (n=6) (Figure 5.27). Other ammunition-related artefacts included loose shot (n=1), 

unknown shotgun fragments (n=6), brass foil fragments (n=7), caps (percussion or primers) 

(n=1), and metal from unidentifiable ammunition (n=3).  

The Eyres Creek site offered one of the least diverse selections of weapons, comprising 

handguns (n=4), rifles (n=3), and shotguns (n=3). The most common handgun ammunition 

recovered was for the .442 revolver. Despite the identification of three types of rifles, the 

headstamp on the .22” rimfire casings indicate they post-date the period of NMP occupation 

(1883–1889), reducing the number of NMP period rifle types to two. The most common 

longarm ammunition was evenly spread between .577” Snider and 12-gauge shotgun cartridge 

cases (n=36). Along with Boralga, Eyres Creek is the only other site with 44”-40 ammunition 

(n=1). Compared to the other sites, Eyres Creek had the greatest number of shotgun types 

(n=3). 

Boralga  

Boralga was the longest occupied of all the sites and possessed the widest variety of 

ammunition, the largest range of weapons (n=12), and the greatest quantity overall (n=269). 

Ammunition included a .30” rimfire cartridge (n=1) (Figure 5.3), a 9 mm pinfire unfired cartridge 

(n=1) (Figure 5.4), .442” revolver cartridge cases (n=22) (Figure 5.8), and unknown revolver 

cartridge cases (n=3). Rifle ammunition included one .380” long cartridge case (Figure 5.14), 

.442” long (n=5) (Figure 5.15), a .44-40 unfired bullet (n=1) (Figure 5.16),.44-40 cases (n=40), 

.577/.450” MkIII Martini-Henry cases (n=7) (Figure 5.18), .577” Snider unfired cartridges (BOR-

35083, 57772) (n=2) (Figure 5.21), .577” Type 6 bullets (BOR-26086, 26087, 27700, 35082) 

for MkVIII Snider cartridges (n=5), .557” Type 7 unfired bullets (BOR-006874, 46332) (n=2), 

.577 cases (n=36), unknown .577” or .577/450” cases (n=26), and unknown rifle cases (n=21). 

Shotgun cartridge casings included 12-gauge (n=43) and 20-gauge pinfire (n=17). Other 

ammunition-related finds included loose shot (n=7), unknown shotgun fragments (n=2), brass 

foil (n=18), caps (percussion or primers) (n=2), and metal from unidentifiable ammunition 

(n=7). 

The most common handgun was the .442 revolver (n=22), while the .44”-40 Winchester (n=41) 

and .577” Snider (n=43) were on a par, and the 12-gauge shotgun (n=43) was clearly more 
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common than the 20-gauge pinfire (n=17). This site contained the most Martini-Henry cartridge 

cases (n=6) and there were 26 additional cartridges which could be for either Snider or Martini-

Henry arms, although the ratio between the two suggests they are more likely the former. Also, 

there was ammunition for two small calibre handguns not seen elsewhere. Boralga had the 

most unknown rifle ammunition (n=21), but given its apparent size, shape, and location, the 

majority of these are probably .44”-40 or similar cartridges. Important finds not captured in the 

statistical data (Table 5.4) are the three 20-gauge lead shot (Figure 5.28). Boralga was the 

only site with this size loose shot. The results for the analysis of the ammunition by calibre 

across the study sites are summarised in Table 5-1. 
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Ammunition-related artefacts by class 

A total of 289 artefacts across all four sites were for rifled weapons (65.1%), while 155 were for 

smoothbore arms (35.9%). Ammunition for rifled weapons dominated the assemblages at 

Boulia (61.2%), Boralga (64.3%), and Belyando (40.0%], while Eyres Creek was dominated by 

smoothbore weapon artefacts (48.3%) (Table 5.2). 
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Rifled and smoothbore ammunition-related artefacts by sub-class 

Rifled ammunition  

The overwhelming majority of rifled ammunition-related artefacts at all four sites were for 

centrefire weapons (n=279; 96.5%). There were nine rimfire cartridges recovered, with eight of 

these for modern day rifles and thus unrelated to the NMP (see Table 5.1 and Table 5.3). Only 

one pinfire cartridge for a rifled weapon was retrieved, from Boralga. 

 

 

 

Smoothbore ammunition 

The most common smoothbore ammunition was for centrefire weapons (n= 131, 84.5%). 

There were no rimfire ammunition artefacts for smoothbore weapons and there were 24 

(15.5%) artefacts for pinfire weapons (Table 5.4). 
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Ammunition-related artefacts by calibre 

As indicated by the different calibres, 17 different types of weapons were represented at the 

four NMP sites, though 49 artefacts could not be matched to a calibre. Identified calibre 

ammunition can be linked to different types of handguns (n=6), rifles (n=8), and shotguns 

(n=3). The unidentified calibre ammunition included three from revolvers, 25 from rifles, eight 

from shotguns, and 13 miscellaneous objects (i.e. brass foil and lead).  

Handguns (revolvers) 

The six different types of handgun ammunition included a single .30” rimfire cartridge and nine 

mm pinfire cartridge, four .380” calibre cartridge cases, a .410” cartridge case, a .442” fired 

bullet, two .442 unfired bullets, 32 .442” cartridge cases, nine .450” calibre cartridges cases, 

and three revolver cartridges of unknown calibre (Table 5-4).  

The most common handgun ammunition was for the .442” revolver (n=35; 64.8%), with the 

next most abundant being .450” revolver ammunition (n=9; 16.7%). The headstamps and 

cartridge construction indicate that all handgun ammunition was contemporaneous with NMP 

occupation (1863–1894).  

Longarms (rifles) 

The eight different types of longarm (rifle) ammunition included seven .22” rimfire cartridge 

cases, a single .22” rimfire magnum cartridge, two .360” No5 cartridge cases, a .380” long (i.e. 

longer than a standard handgun case), nine .442” long cartridge cases, one .44”-40 unfired 

bullet, and 41 .44”-40 cartridge cases. A total of 115 .577” ammunition-related artefacts were 

recovered, including two complete cartridges, five unfired Type 6 bullets, two unfired Type 7 
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bullets, and 106 .577” cartridge cases. Seven .577”/.450” cartridge cases were recovered; 26 

other cartridge cases could not be distinguished as either a .577” or the .577”/.450” cartridge.  

The most common rifle ammunition was for the .577” Snider (n=115; 62.5%). The next most 

common was for the .44”-40 Winchester (n=42; 22.8%). The headstamps on the vast majority 

of the .22” and the .22” magnum cartridge cases indicate they were produced post-NMP 

occupation. The remaining headstamps and cartridge construction were contemporaneous 

with NMP occupation. 

Longarms (shotguns) 

Analysis of the longarm smoothbore (shotgun) ammunition identified three types by calibre. 

The smoothbore ammunition included 99 12-gauge metal cartridge heads, seven 16- gauge 

cartridge heads, 24 20-gauge pinfire cartridge heads, 17 pieces of loose shot, and eight 

fragments from shotgun cartridge cases of an unknown calibre. The high number of 12-gauge 

shotgun ammunition artefacts was unexpected, as the only record of shotguns being issued to 

the NMP is the 20-gauge pinfire. The 12-gauge and 20-gauge shotguns accounted for 76.2% 

and 18.5%, respectively, of the matched finds at all four sites. Headstamps indicate they were 

contemporaneous with NMP occupation.  

Miscellaneous 

Miscellaneous artefacts included 35 undiagnostic fragments from brass cartridge cases or 

foils, six percussion or primer caps (Figure 5.1), and 13 undiagnostic artefacts that are possibly 

weapons- or ammunition-related.  
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Other notable outcomes include the quantity of ammunition-related artefacts (projectiles and 

cartridge cases) that were unfired (i.e. not discharged), including four complete cartridges, 11 

bullets, 20 shotgun projectiles, and 22 cartridge cases. Conversely, one bullet and 264 

cartridge cases were connected to fired ammunition. For 176 cartridge cases the primer was 

either absent, damaged, or corroded, hence it is unknown whether they were discharged or 

not.   

Handgun ammunition by calibre 

.30” rimfire 

A single unfired 6 mm rimfire cartridge was recovered from Boralga (BOR-021056) (Figure 

5.2). The cartridge has slight damage at one point on the neck, as though an attempt was 

made to separate the bullet from the case, and lacks a headstamp. 
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.9 mm pinfire 

A single 9 mm pinfire cartridge was recovered from Boralga (BOR-0277704; Figure 5.3), with a 

raised headstamp “ELEY” across the middle of the head. The number “9” is normally stamped 

into the head but is not apparent on the recovered cartridge. 

 

 

 

 

.380” calibre 

Four .380” cartridges were recovered, all lacking a headstamp and fitted with the earlier battery 

primer design, dating them to pre-c.1885 (Suydam 1979:117) (Figure 5.4). 
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.410” calibre 

A single .410” calibre bullet that had not been discharged was recovered at Boulia (BOU-

21093; Figure 5.5). 

 

 

 

 

.442” calibre  

Of the 35 .442” ammunition related artefacts there were 33 cartridge cases and one fired and 

two unfired bullets (Figure 5.6). The headstamp on earlier battery primed cartridges included 

“ELEY BROS”, dating them to between 1868 and 1874, with later cartridges marked “ELEY 

LONDON .442” produced between March 1874 and 1919 (Dowell 1987:62; Harding 2006:149, 

172) (Figure 5.7). 
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.450” calibre 

A total of nine .450” ammunition-related artefacts were recovered from Boralga, Eyres Creek, 

and Boulia. All were MkII cartridge cases with headstamps of either “ELEY LONDON .450” 

(Figure 5.8) or “ELEY BROS”, dating them to between March 1874 and 1919, and 1868 and 

1874, respectively. 
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Unknown 

Three unidentifiable revolver cartridges were recovered, all from Boralga (Figure 5.9). 
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Rifle ammunition by calibre 

.22” rimfire long rifle 

Seven .22 rimfire cartridges were recovered: five from Boulia and two from Eyres Creek 

(Figure 5.10). The rimfire cartridge was not invented until 1887 and the dates of manufacture 

for the three cartridges shown in Figure 5.10 are derived from headstamps. The “H” indicates 

the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, in operation from 1887 to present. The double 

triangle is the headstamp of the Poongsan Metal Manufacturing Company of South Korea, first 

producing ammunition c.1968 to the present day. Finally, “ICI” in a broad arrow is a headstamp 

of the Imperial Chemical Industries, England, used from 1926 to the present (Poongsan 

Corporation 2018; White et al.1977:23, 24). 

 

 

  

 

.22” Winchester magnum 

A single .22” magnum Super X rimfire cartridge was recovered from Boulia (BOU-024153; 

Figure 5.11). This cartridge was not invented until 1960 and is still in use today. 
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.360” No.5 

Two .360” No.5 cartridge cases were recovered from Boulia (BOU-020509 and BOU-021248). 

Both were compressed at the neck, partially flattening the cartridge (Figure 5.12), and carry the 

headstamp “ELEY BROS 360 NO. 5”, dating them to between 1868 and 1874 (Harding 

2006:154). 

 

 

 

.380” long 

One .380” long cartridge case (BOR-32296) was recovered from Boralga. The cartridge was 

partially flattened from the neck and contained a battery primer, but no headstamp, dating this 

cartridge to pre-c.1885 (Suydam 1979:117) (Figure 5.13). 
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.442” long 

A total of nine .442” long cartridges were recovered from Boulia (n=4) and Boralga (n=5). 

Unlike the .442” short cartridges, there were no headstamps on any of these long casings 

(Figure 5.14). These cartridges date between 1868 and 1886 (Dowell 1987:62; Temple 

1977:106). 
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.44”-40 Winchester (WCF) 

Forty-two .44”-40 ammunition artefacts were recovered. A single unfired bullet (BOR-268043; 

Figure 5.15) was recovered from Boralga, along with 40 cartridge cases and one cartridge 

case from Eyres Creek. Their headstamps were of two types—“ELEY WINCHESTER” and 

“W.R.A.Co. 44 W.C.F” (Figure 5.15)—dating them to between 1885 and 1919, and 1886 and 

1928, respectively (Harding 2006:175). 

 

  

 

.577/.450 Martini-Henry 

Seven Martini-Henry MkIII cartridges were recovered: one from Boulia and six from Boralga. 

The casings are distinguishable from Snider casings because they are longer and the seam in  
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the brass foil along the neck is visible. Some MkIII casings also have a characteristic sight hole 

(Figure 5.17 and 5.18).  

Twenty-six double base cup cartridge heads were recovered from Boralga, although these did 

not have sufficient foil or a firing pin impression to determine whether they were for Snider or 

Martini-Henry casings. Thirty-five brass foil samples were recovered from the four sites, from 

either Snider or Martini-Henry cartridge cases (Figure 5.16). 

 

 

 

There were no Martini-Henry rifle or carbine bullets recovered, and no headstamps on any of 

the cartridge heads, although all were government issue MkIII casings. These date from 1878–

1886 when drawn brass cartridges were introduced, though rolled brass casings may have 

been produced by some companies post-1886 (Temple 1977:88, 90). 
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.577” Snider 

Snider ammunition artefacts were the most common weapons-related item recovered from the 

four sites (n=115). These included two unfired cartridges (Figure 5.20), 105 cartridge cases, 

and eight bullets. The cartridge cases lacked their paper covers and therefore it was not 

possible to distinguish between the MkVIII and MkIX versions. The Type 6 bullets included one 

from Belyando, one from Eyres Creek, and four from Boralga. Additionally, Type 7 bullets were 

recovered at Eyres Creek (n=1) and Boralga (n=1). Examples are shown in Figure 5.19.  

There were no headstamps on any of the cartridge heads and all cases were double base cup, 

government issue ammunition. The MkVIII cartridges date from 1869 and the MkIX cartridges 

from 1871. Drawn brass cartridges were introduced in 1886, with some companies possibly 
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producing rolled brass after 1886 (Temple 1977:39–50). An example of an unfired cartridge is 

shown in Figure 5.20 and a discharged cartridge case in Figure 5.21. 
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.577” Snider or .577/.450” Martini-Henry cartridges 

There are 26 instances where the cartridge case is incomplete or the firing pin impression is 

not visible owing to corrosion (Figure 5.22). 

 

 

 

 

Unknown 

Twenty-five rifle cartridges remain unidentified: four from Boulia and 21 from Boralga. Figure 

5.23 depicts two centrefire primers recovered from Boralga. 
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Shotgun ammunition by calibre 

12-gauge 

Ninety-nine 12-gauge cartridge heads were recovered. Their headstamps varied and included 

“E.B. No 12 LONDON”, “ELEY No. 12 LONDON”, “ELEY LONDON No.12 GASTIGHT”, and 

“KYNOCH No 12 BIRMINGHAM”. The “E.B.” shotgun cartridges without the reinforced head 

(Figure 5.24 [Left]) date to between 1866–1869. The “ELEY LONDON GASTIGHT” cartridge 

(Figure 5.24 [Right]) was produced between 1874 and 1918 (Harding 2006:58, 152). 

 

 

 

16-gauge 

Seven 16-gauge cartridge heads were recovered from Eyres Creek, with headstamps reading 

“ELEY LONDON No.16 GASTIGHT” (Figure 5.25), dating them to between 1874 and 1918 

(Harding 2006:58, 152). 
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20-gauge pinfire 

Of the 24 20-gauge pinfire cartridge heads recovered, all came from Eyres Creek, Mistake 

Creek, and Boralga, and contain the “ELEY BROS 20G LONDON” headstamp (see Figure 

5.26), dating them to between 11 March 1866 and March 1874 (Harding 2006:152). 
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Round balls 20-gauge  

Three examples of 20-gauge round lead shot (BOR-25672, 26721, 35003) were recovered 

from Boralga (Figure 5.27). One has been lightly impressed by an edged implement, leaving a 

small indentation, the second has a mould sprue, and the third has a lightly flattened portion 

consistent with being dropped during manufacture. All appear to be unfired, measure between 

15.60–15.80 mm, and weigh between 21.8–22.5 g (336.4–347.2 grains). 

 

 

 

 

Round lead shot  

Seventeen samples of lead shot from shotgun cartridges were recovered. The size of the shot 

ranged from as large as 6.38 mm through to less than 4.5 mm, indicating gauge sizes of #2 

(n=1), AAA (n=1), and BBB (n=16) that are generally termed “birdshot” (after Barnes 

2016:629–634; Dowell 1987:298–302; Harding 2006:167; Robinson 1997:228; Figure 5.28). 
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Unknown 

A further eight fragments from shotgun cartridge heads could not be assigned to a calibre 

(Figure 5.29). 
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Miscellaneous artefacts 

Unknown 

Thirteen objects were classified as probable weapons- or ammunition-related artefacts but are 

otherwise unidentified (three from Boulia, three from Eyres Creek, and seven from Boralga) 

(Figure 5.30). 

 

  

 

Weapons-related artefacts  

All weapons-related artefacts were directly derived from a firearm.  

Barrel Band 

A single barrel band and sling swivel for Snider artillery carbines manufactured by P.Webley 

and Son was recovered at Boulia (BOU-26478; Figure 5.31). 
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Although the Barcoo River NMP camp was not subject to excavation or surface collection, two 

lockplates for Snider artillery carbines were recovered from this site by the landowner. One of 

the lockplates is inscribed ‘P.Webley, London and Bir. 1874’, with an ‘↑’ and ‘QP’ above 

(Figure 5.32), the other is heavily corroded and markings no longer visible. 
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There was only one significant weapons-related artefact recovered from the Belyando site: an 

external hammer for the left side of a double barrel, percussion-type shotgun. There were no 

visible manufacturer’s marks or motifs on the hammer (MIS-41296) (Figure 5.33). 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The study sites revealed a range of ammunition-related material displaying the advances in 

ammunition technology that typified the mid- to late 1800s through to the current day. The 

earliest cartridges comprised pinfire shotgun heads without reinforcing, cartridges using 

multiple parts (Boxer and battery primed construction) (1866–1886), and drawn brass 

cartridges produced post-1885, all of which befit the sequential histories of these sites. 

Notably, the study revealed the presence of ammunition for four key weapons used by the 

NMP: the 20-gauge pinfire; .442” revolver; .577” Snider; and .577/.450” Martini-Henry. While 

this corroborated the historical narrative, it also provided details that the historical information 

did not. For example, ammunition associated with weapons not otherwise known to have been 

issued to the NMP was also identified, including the 12-gauge shotgun cartridge heads and  
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loose shot. Chapter 6 discusses these results in terms of individual weapons and this existing 

historical narrative, considers the forensic analysis of firing pin impressions, as well as 

evaluating each assemblage in the wider landscape via KOCOA spatial analysis. 
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Chapter 6: Spatial considerations 
 

Adopting an archaeological approach explicitly geared towards identifying the weapons used 

by the NMP enables a reconsideration of their role in frontier conflict. In this chapter, the 

weapons assemblage described in Chapter 5 is reviewed to understand the role of weapons in 

daily camp life and frontier conflict more broadly. 

Extending the known weapons used by the NMP 

Three breech loading weapons dominated NMP activity between 1870–1890:  

• the .442” Webley RIC revolver; 

• the .577” Snider artillery carbine; and, 

• the 20-gauge Westley Richards and Co. pinfire carbine.  

Ammunition from these weapons was recovered at all study sites except Boulia. While the 

absence of pinfire cartridges may indicate a local trend, it may also reflect how a weapon’s 

design may have influenced the functioning of an NMP detachment. This study has also 

identified some irregularities between the archaeological and historical narratives on NMP 

weapons. In particular, historical records do not explain why there were proportionally higher 

numbers of .44”-40 finds at Boralga, why 12-gauge shotgun ammunition appears at all four 

sites, and why .380” and .450” revolver cartridges were found at three sites. 

Why no 20-gauge pinfire artefacts at Boulia?  

It is postulated that the absence of 20-gauge pinfire ammunition at Boulia reflects the 

distribution of the arm, the make-up of the detachment, the weapon’s functionality, and how 

local terrain affected tactical deployments for dispersing Indigenous peoples.  

Controversy followed the purchase of the pinfire carbine: it was issued in small (but unknown) 

numbers, initially there was no ammunition, and less than two years after receiving the arms, a 

decision was made to sell half the inventory (Clerk-in-Charge Colonial Stores 1869). Despite 
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this, the double-barrel carbines were favoured by the NMP (Morisset 1861), and archival 

evidence indicates that at least one or two were issued to each detachment.  

The differences between the double- and single-barrel carbines provide an insight into how the 

weapons may have been used. The single-barrel Sniders were rifled and geared for aimed 

shooting over long distances; the double-barrel pinfire shotguns were smoothbore and best 

suited for close-quarter combat. Troopers armed with the latter needed to be closer to their 

target to be effective, suggesting close-range surprise ambushes were a preferred tactic when 

using this weapon. In contrast, the Snider allowed troopers to be further away from their target.  

Detachments also adopted tactics appropriate to the local terrain. The shotgun was an 

effective weapon in dense bush, where a close-quarter surprise attack was optimal. 

Conversely, in open country, weapons capable of aimed, long-distance shooting would have 

been preferred. Hence, it is possible that no troopers in the Boulia detachment were issued 

with pinfire carbines because the open country they routinely patrolled had minimal cover. This 

proposition could be tested archaeologically if NMP conflict sites are found. 

Why so many .44”-40 Winchester cartridges?  

The .44”-40 Winchester cartridge was produced for the Winchester Model 1873 lever-action 

repeating rifle, though knowledge about their distribution to the NMP is sketchy. Although 

Skennerton (1975:33) pointed to the general popularity of this weapon, Robinson (1997:69–70) 

noted that only a small number were purchased for the Queensland police, all of which he 

argued were issued only to Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors in limited numbers and all 

manufactured post-1893. Nonetheless, the presence of .44”-40 ammunition at Eyres Creek 

and Boralga suggests that Robinson’s date is erroneous. While the presence of a single .44”-

40 cartridge at Eyres Creek is ambiguous, Boralga contained significant numbers of such 

ammunition (n=41). Moreover, their headstamps indicate production dates between 1874–

1919 and 1886–1928 (cf. Harding 2006:149). As the Boralga finds derive from NMP-era 

archaeological contexts, their presence suggests they date to the very end of the site’s life until 

1894, suggesting the NMP were issued with the Winchester lever-action rifles earlier than 

previously thought.  
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While the Queensland government supplied ammunition to the NMP, they also parsimoniously 

provided the components for re-loading cartridges. This practice is largely ignored in historical 

records, leaving archaeological finds as the only source of evidence. The idea that cartridges 

were being re-loaded at Boralga is cemented by a clustered group of unfired casings without 

bullets and a single unfired .44”-40 bullet from the troopers’ area. It is also worth noting that, 

proportionally, more than 50% of fired .44”-40 cartridges were missing their primer (n=13, 

31.7%) (Table 7-11), suggesting either that the primer had been accidentally dislodged or that 

spent cartridge cases were deliberately retained for re-loading. The reloading of the .44”-40 

cartridges suggests this practice was potentially undertaken with a range of calibres. 

Who used 12-gauge shotguns? 

Along with the .577” Snider and .442” revolver ammunition, the only other cartridges located at 

every site were 12-gauge shotgun cartridge heads and birdshot. Ammunition for 12-gauge 

shotguns amounted to 19.9% of all finds (Table 6-1). While it is possible that all shotgun 

ammunition post-dates NMP occupation, it is also possible that these weapons played a more 

significant role in the life of NMP camps than has been previously considered. 

 

 

 

There has been no archival evidence located by Robinson (1997) or the author for the 

purchase of 12-gauge shotguns by Queensland government authorities or connecting the use 

of this weapon to the NMP. However, there are two notable references. In 1878, in reply to the 

Colonial Secretary, Seymour (1878) listed the gunsmiths and the number and type of arms 

they possessed. All had double-barrel shotguns in stock, with the greatest range of weapons 

and ammunition available from B.T. Gartside of Brisbane. Robinson (1997:38) noted that in 

October 1885 the Government Resident of Thursday Island returned ‘four fowling pieces, 20 
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bore’ to the government store, intending they be exchanged for ‘two 12-bore breech loading 

pieces’ from ‘Gartside and Co’. This suggests that police and Gartside had done business 

previously and possibly in relation to 12-gauge shotguns. Although this cannot be corroborated 

at present, a circumstantial case based on frequency, dating, and archaeological association 

with the NMP can be mounted to establish a nexus between 12-gauge shotguns and the NMP.  

The shotgun cartridge heads indicate that only two manufacturers produced all the finds: Eley 

Brothers and Kynoch, both of whom have well established dates for their products (Harding 

2006, 2009): 

• 11 March 1866–1874 (“ELEY BROs” and “E.B.”) (Eyres Creek);  

• 1874–1919 (“ELEY No. 12 LONDON” and “ELEY LONDON No.12 

GASTIGHT”) (Boulia, Eyres Creek, and Boralga); and, 

• early 1860s–1888 (“KYNOCH BIRMINGHAM No 12”) (Boulia, Eyres Creek, 

and Boralga).  

These dates place production within NMP occupation periods for all study sites. Cementing the 

connection between the NMP and 12-gauge shotguns is the presence of ammunition for this 

weapon at all four sites—only replicated by two other weapons known definitively to have been 

issued to the NMP: the .577” Snider and .442” revolver. Significantly, as previously discussed, 

Boralga clearly connects the 12-gauge shotgun to activities of the NMP because finds were 

associated with NMP-era structures via archaeology. The question now becomes why did the 

NMP possess and use 12-gauge shotguns? 

One plausible explanation is that camp life included hunting of game to supplement 

government rations. The three extant camp keepers’ journals reveal that troopers left the camp 

to hunt every few weeks, amounting to a total of 58 days over three years (Queensland State 

Archives ID86146 1880, 1881, 1882). Though it is unknown what troopers were hunting, how 

successful they were, or what weapons they used, it is probable that hunting involved both 

firearms and traditional methods. It is also conceivable that the camp keeper was required to 

ensure adequate provisions for the detachment and other residents if rations were insufficient 

or otherwise unavailable. Camps were strategically located adjacent to permanent waterholes, 
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which would attract an abundance of wildlife and the 12-gauge shotgun loaded with ‘birdshot’ 

was the ideal weapon for hunting small animals and birds.  

Archaeologically, the Boralga and Boulia NMP camps included both introduced and native 

faunal remains (Artym 2019:142; Bateman 2020:239). At Boralga 29% of the assemblage was 

macropod (kangaroo and wallaby), followed by possum, rat, snake, birds, fish, and freshwater 

mussel, with 50% of these taxa recovered from the troopers’ area (Bateman 2020:223–238). 

The officers’ area contained equal quantities of cow, kangaroo/wallaby, and birds (n=15). This 

suggests that both troopers and officers were supplementing their official rations, though 

troopers moreso. The Boulia faunal assemblage (1177.35 g) included mussels, emu eggs, 

various birds, reptiles, marsupials, and dingo, with all finds deriving from areas argued on the 

basis of oral history and archaeological evidence to have been occupied by troopers (Artym 

2019:144–148). No non-European fauna was recovered from the areas associated with 

officers. 

Why were .380” and .450” revolver cartridges found at three sites? 

The presence of .380” and .450” cartridges at Belyando, Eyres Creek, and Boulia suggests 

that: (a) officers purchased their own revolvers; (b) the arms represent earlier model weapons 

that transitioned to the centrefire-era; or (c) they are non-NMP related finds.  

By 1870 the government had committed to purchasing a single type of revolver with a ready 

supply of ammunition, meaning that officers did not have to purchase their own, an oftentimes 

unaffordable financial burden (e.g., Charters 1862). Although the P. Webley & Son catalogue 

of 1877 listed the price of a .450” revolver at 36/- (£1/16s), correspondence shows that the 

Queensland government paid 42/6 (£2/2s/6d) for a .442” revolver (Sargeaunt 1867a, 1867b) 

and, in 1873, offered Adams revolvers at £3 each (Office of the Crown Agents for the Colonies 

1873). Based on relative income in 2020, Hutchinson and Ploecki (2021) calculated the price 

of a revolver at $2132. In the 1870s a Sub-Inspector 2nd Class received an annual income of 

£180 (equivalent to $21,560 in real wage terms) (Hutchinson and Ploecki 2021; Queensland 

State Archives 1879). Thus, purchasing a revolver would have been a substantial investment 

in an environment where the government could supply revolvers and ammunition and repair or 

replace weapons when needed.  
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Before the introduction of the centrefire .442” revolver in the 1870s, officers relied on 

percussion or converted percussion revolvers. Government stores issued percussion 

handguns such as the Colt Navy, Tranter, and Adams arms, all of which could be converted to 

centrefire ammunition; two popular conversions were the .380” and .450” calibres (Barnes 

2016:453; Dowell 1987:238, 252). It is plausible that NMP officers possessed converted .380” 

and .450” calibre revolvers before the availability of the new .442” revolvers. Retaining a 

superseded revolver would mean officers would have needed to independently source 

ammunition. The paucity of finds from the four camps is consistent with the minimal or short-

term use of an older weapon, though determining who discharged it is unclear. It is entirely 

possible that the .380” and .450” ammunition were civilian, especially as the placement of 

camps on thoroughfares made them hubs for travellers. Camp keepers’ journals also 

demonstrate that cleanliness was a priority and as a consequence civilian and NMP debris 

could have been intermixed.  

Aside from the nine weapons identified through historical records, it now appears that a least 

one, possibly two, additional weapons can be added to the list of arms issued to the NMP: the 

.44-40 Winchester repeating rifle and the 12-gauge shotgun. Both weapons are tied to NMP-

structures at Boralga, meaning either camp residents or visitors used them during the period of 

NMP occupation of the site; circumstantially, the former seems more probable. The presence 

of the .380” and .450” at all four sites supports the argument that NMP personnel had privately 

purchased, or were issued with, Colt converted revolvers before the introduction of the 

standard issue .442 Webley RIC. Accepting these propositions means that 77.5% (n=386) of 

ammunition can be directly connected to the NMP, with 13% (n=65) finds unidentifiable, and 

9.5% (n=45) resulting from either NMP or civilian activity.  

The following section looks at the battlescape of each NMP camp through the KOCOA model 

to explore patterns of behaviour at an intra- or detachment level. Attention is then given to 

following the movement of individual troopers by examining the firing pin impressions of 

discharged Snider cartridges to distinguish particular weapons. These data are then combined 

with the KOCOA spatial analysis to view the battlescape as the trooper did. Finally, a coarse-

grained analysis is adopted to elucidate trends observed across the study sites to provide 

insights into frontier conflict.  
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Determining battlescape patterns using KOCOA  

The battlescape is particularly relevant to understanding how both known terrain features (i.e. 

gullies and creeks) and unknown ones (i.e. buildings) in and around NMP camps could affect 

and contribute to the use of firearms within these spaces. 

Boralga 

Although surface distribution patterns were not evident at Boralga, geophysical assessment 

cemented the location of buildings, while the archaeology defined officer, utility, and trooper 

areas, making its configuration the most complete and well understood of the study sites 

(Figure 6.1).  

Knowing the position of structures allowed an estimation of a camp boundary of approximately 

120  x 120 m (1440 m²; see Figure 6.2). A viewshed overlay revealed areas of visibility around 

the camp, but represents the battlescape devoid of vegetation. It is not possible to assess how 

much land was cleared when the NMP occupied the site, but it is suggested that there would 

have been less vegetation in the late 1800s than today, owing to the effects of clearing and 

occupation: a sequence of historic photographs of the Boralga site supports this proposition. 

Hence, the visible areas shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are the maximum fields of vision without 

any cover. Overlaying a circle of fire, or the effective defensive range of the Snider carbine 

(200 m buffer), visualises the weapon’s effectiveness within this battlescape (Figure 6.3).  

No historical sources suggest palisades or other defensive structures at any NMP sites. 

Nonetheless, water provides a natural defensive barrier by impeding manoeuvres (Roscoe 

2011:62). The most notable feature of Boralga is its position—adjacent to a river bend and a 

billabong, both of which could act as defensive barriers, at least when full. Placing the camp on 

high ground with a 360° view meant that the most accessible route to the camp was on the 

eastern flank (Figure 6.3). This made it well-positioned to defend, as well as protecting it from 

flooding, although water may have been less of a barrier for Indigenous people than 

Europeans. Indigenous people customarily swam and fled into rivers and billabongs to avoid 

pursuit, often to their detriment when the NMP were armed with carbines.  
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Historical documents suggest that Sub-Inspector O’Connor encouraged competitive shooting 

between his troopers (Townsville Daily Bulletin 1937:12), and as explored earlier, hunting was 

occurring, raising the question of where these activities were undertaken. In the absence of 

clustered ammunition casings left in situ, viewshed mapping shows areas and corridors of 

visibility where hunting and competitions could have occurred. Two such areas exist between 

the troopers’ area and the billabong; a third area is possible across the billabong and a fourth 

in a cleared area west of the officers’ quarters (Figure 6.4). Other areas suitable for hunting are 

in the vicinity of the billabong or along the Laura River (Figures 6.4). 
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Belyando 

The Belyando site was occupied for 13 years, but the surviving footprint and scant ammunition 

finds make drawing conclusions about local patterns of behaviour challenging. The only 

exception is the discharged .442” bullet in the vicinity of an Indigenous hearth (Figure 6.5). A 

circle of fire with a radius of 118 m gives a maximum distance a revolver could have been 

discharged for this bullet to land here (Figure 6.6). Although the precise camp layout is 

unknown, given its staffing and the archaeological footprint it was slightly smaller than Boralga. 

Considering that historical and archaeological information places buildings adjacent to and 

along the creek (see Figure 3.1), the revolver could have been fired anywhere on an almost 

250° arc stretching from GSA01 to GSA02. Interpreting the battlescape to identify where the 

revolver was fired is subjective. For instance, the vegetation between the bullet and GSA01 

could suggest this was a likely position if an officer was taking aim from a position of cover and 

concealment. Conversely, open ground from the northeast to the west could mean a revolver 

was fired anywhere on this arc. A viewshed overlay (Figure 6.7) suggests that it was unlikely 

for the revolver to have been fired from about half the area occupied by buildings, because this 

space was hidden from the hearth and otherwise placed the shooter near the hearth. Hence, 

the most unobstructed and likely position was somewhere in the open country to the west or 

north.  

The viewshed overlay highlighting the gullies and hidden spaces shows how vulnerable this 

site would have been to attack. Flowing creeks impede movement, but when dry can conceal 

invaders, as shown in Figure 6.7. Placing the officer’s quarters closest to these wooded banks 

and gullies meant they were at risk of a surprise assault. The absence of a permanent 

waterhole or watercourse also meant the site was less secure than other camps. This may be 

one factor, along with the availability of water and proximity to an Indigenous stone 

arrangement, behind the camp occupants experiencing strong harassment by local people 

(Brisbane Courier 1866:6; Murray 1864b, 1864c; Rockhampton Bulletin and Central 

Queensland Advertiser 1864:1). 
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Compounding the defensibility of Belyando was the percussion weapons issued to the NMP 

pre-1870. These were slow to re-load, which increased opportunities for attackers to advance. 

Not surprisingly, by the early 1870s, coinciding with the introduction of the faster loading and 

more accurate Snider carbines, reports of hostilities at Belyando had ceased. 
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Boulia (Burke River) 

Physical and geophysical survey enabled the mapping of extant and potential structures at the 

Boulia camp (Figure 6.8). Again, a maximum size of 1440 m² has been assumed for this camp. 

The site layout is unknown, but the extant stone buildings suggest it was rectangular. 

A noticeable feature of the Boulia camp is its landscape position on a low plateau, above and 

away from the adjacent vegetated gully and waterhole. This represents a sound defensive 

strategy, although it could also have been for flood mitigation reasons. The camp would have 

been highly conspicuous, and the surrounding open ground would have made an 

unannounced approach impossible, despite the hidden ground to the northwest. 
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Five Snider cartridges were located to the northeast between the camp boundary and the 

waterhole. There was a noticeable concentration of spent cartridges in grids GG2 and GG6 

near the centre of the site, which are associated with a clustering of large stones. To the 

northeast of building 1 there were five Snider casings about 40 m apart and two .442” revolver 

casings. An isolated cluster of spent Snider cartridge cases was recorded at the southern limits 

of the site, connected to the GG3 anomaly and another cluster of large stones (Figure 6.9).  

For the five Snider cartridges in the northeast, the KOCOA analysis indicates that the direction 

of fire was away from the camp toward the waterhole (Figure 6.10). The paucity of Snider finds 

in this area compared to elsewhere suggests that it attracted little trooper attention, while the 

two revolver cartridges suggest the area had some connection with the officers; a substantial 

distance (~40–80 m) separates these two types of ammunition (Figure 6.10). This is not 

unexpected, as the Snider was intended for long-range, aimed shooting. These data suggest 

limited use of the Snider for the aimed shooting of game in the waterhole. 

Aimed shooting appears to have been preferred on the plateau, where it was confined to the 

west and south of the camp (Figure 6.10). The clusters associated with GG2 and GG6 contain 

the greatest concentration (n=14, 41.2%) of Snider finds. A loose clustering of four Snider 

cartridges in GG2 is linked to GG6 by what appear to be nine randomly spaced cartridges. A 

tighter grouping of ten cartridges is present in GG6 (Figures 6.16). This artefact distribution 

indicates this was a favoured spot to discharge Snider carbines, most likely to the west and 

southeast (Figure 6.10). The loose shell distribution is more indicative of hunting than target 

practice, where tight clustering would be expected. It is unknown if the cluster of cartridges at 

GG6 contained multiple cartridges from different weapons but, as they appear to be within the 

stone building, it is possible they result from aimed shooting or were collected for re-loading. 
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Conversely, GG3 has a tight grouping of five Snider cartridges within a ~4 m radius and within 

an almost square subsurface anomaly, and thus may represent a hunting or target practice 

cluster, although the collection of cartridges for re-use cannot be discounted. The combination 

of large stones and discharged cartridges indicates a structure connected to the NMP, despite 

its distance from other buildings. 

Eyres Creek  

The Eyres Creek camp lacks the historical or geophysical detail of the other camps, though a 

rectangular arrangement of posts anchors the plan on the edge of ground that falls relatively 

steeply away to the east (Figure 6.11). A separation between officers and troopers would 

suggest Sharpe’s (1883) and Britton’s (1889) accounts of camp buildings would place officers’ 

quarters on high ground at one end of the camp overlooking the troopers’ thatched huts in a 

lower position; these posts may be all that remain of the officer’s quarters. It is also possible 

that they post-date the camp, although the spatial arrangement of the discharged cartridges 

suggests a connection between this structure and the NMP.  

The ammunition cartridges appear in two distinct areas, one associated with the posts, and a 

second south of the camp (Figure 6.11). Moreover, 72.3% (n=34) of the Snider, .442” revolver, 

and 20-gauge pinfire cartridges are east of a north-south axis parallel to the posts (Figure 

6.11). This strongly indicates the location of the camp’s eastern extent and suggests that there 

was a preference for shooting from positions of high ground towards the creek, which would 

have provided an abundance of game (Figure 6.11). 
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A circle of fire overlay (Figure 6.13) shows the effective range of weapons at Eyres Creek, and 

Figure 6.14 the fields of fire. There are clear lines of sight suitable for aimed shooting, but 

there is no tight clustering of spent cases to hint at target practice per se; instead, sporadic 

hunting is indicated. A prominent corridor of clear ground to the west is also the most direct 

route to the site (Figure 6.13). The scarcity of Snider cartridges with a field of fire in this 

corridor suggests that it was rarely used for aimed shooting. The lower southwest region of the 

site is the most appropriate space for shooting as it is less undulating compared to the eastern 

portion of the site (Figure 6.13). 

The direction of fire is not limited to the Snider carbines but equally applies to the 20-gauge 

pinfire and revolvers. This suggests that the two identified areas offered the best positions to 

take advantage of the terrain. Amongst the data there is one irregularity: a discharged revolver 

west of the posts. Although pointing south, shooting in this direction would possibly endanger 

and interfere with camp buildings, whereas the actual direction the revolver was fired would be 

toward clear ground across the slope to the west or east. 
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Individual patterns: Firing pin impressions   

Forensic analysis of the firing pin impressions on discharged Snider cartridges was possible 

for comparison in 41% of the finds from Boulia (n=14) and 47% from Eyres Creek (n=17). 

Boulia 

Nine different weapons were identified from 14 discharged Snider cartridges, with three 

Sniders responsible for discharging more than one shot (Table 6-2, Figure 6.14). While 58.8% 

of Sniders cartridges were unsuitable for analysis, the nine Snider weapons represent a 

significant (~90%) number of the troopers gazetted to Boulia (see Table 3-7), with Sniders A, 

E, and F discharging two cartridges, and Snider G, three. 
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While two Sniders, E and F, were connected to the waterhole, the paucity of Snider cartridges 

in this vicinity reinforces the notion that aimed shooting was rarely linked to the waterhole 

(Figure 6.15). Here, a more appropriate weapon would be a shotgun loaded with birdshot. The 

spacing between Snider cartridges, as well as the three unknown casings, suggest hunting 

was the activity: Snider E engaged in this activity at least twice and Snider F once. The Snider 

F cartridge in the middle of the site stands alone. The camp plan is unknown, and, while the 

clusters of large stones suggest remnant buildings, the clear area around Snider F could mean 

it was safe to fire toward the southeast. Applying the KOCOA principles in this scenario cannot 

nominate a safe direction of fire; it is therefore likely the cartridge was dropped rather than 

discharged. 
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The ammunition between grids GG2 and GG6 is spaced more than 3.5m apart (Figure 6.16). 

Sniders responsible for discharging a single shot were identified in the vicinity of GG2 (Snider 

B) and clustering connected to GG6 (Sniders G and I). GG3 also had two Sniders identified, 

each responsible for discharging a single shot, making it impossible at this time to identify the 

movement of an individual.   
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Eyres Creek 

The forensic examination of the 17 discharged Snider cartridges from Eyres Creek indicates 

six unique weapons (Table 6-3; Figure 6.17); these could have serviced 75% of the troopers 

gazetted there (see Table 3-9). Snider C could be matched to eight discharged cartridge 

cases, and three to Sniders A and B. 

 

 

 

Snider C was the most active weapon at the camp, with eight discharged cartridges, all 

grouped (with one exception) in the southeast (Figure 6.18). This suggests a trooper who 

favoured shooting south or east toward the river; a similar trend is observed with Snider A. In 

contrast, Snider B was used exclusively adjacent to the timber posts to shoot in an easterly 

direction toward the creek. Generally, the greatest concentration of ammunition was located 

south of the camp, suggesting it was a vantage point for shooting game, although target 

practice or dumping may also have occurred. The separation of clustered ammunition into two 

distinct areas continues the theme observed elsewhere: that officers and troopers had different 

activity spaces. 
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Target practice?  

KOCOA battlescape analysis revealed corridors across the terrain suitable for aimed shooting 

at each of the four NMP sites. While clustered ammunition occurred at Eyres Creek and 

Boulia, based on limited firing pin impressions these did not indicate a tight clustering of 

multiple cartridges from one or more weapons, as would be expected from group target 

practice. Therefore, at this time there is no definitive archaeological evidence to support the 

proposition that target practice was part of camp life. This suggests training was possibly 

considered unnecessary, as the troopers were already highly accurate marksmen. The 

frugality of the NMP and problems with regular resupply would also tend to suggest that any 

training with live ammunition would be minimised, further reducing the likelihood of ammunition 

artefacts entering the archaeological record through target practice. It is suggested that the 

spent cartridge cases are primarily the result of hunting activities since, apart from being 

central to food supply, hunting game is arguably an alternative to target shooting. 

Interspatial connections between the NMP and ammunition 

Mapping the location of NMP camps by decade visualises the movement of the frontier (Figure 

6.19). These radiating settlement zones can be aligned with changes in weapons technology; 

hence patterning within the material culture of these zones can be predicted. For example, in 

Figure 6.19 green correlates to camps established during the 1840s and 1850s, when 

weapons used percussion muzzle-loading technology. Conversely, later camps established 

during the 1870s should yield artefacts linked to pinfire and Snider carbines, and Webley RIC 

revolvers. The changes in weapons technology across the decades, especially those on issue 

to the NMP and what could be expected archaeologically, are shown in Table 6-4. 
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How did the weapons affect the functionality and effects of the NMP? 

There is no doubt that criticism of the NMP’s efficiency in 1861 spurred a realisation by 

government officials that the force required re-arming to be truly effective. Arguably, before the 

introduction of centrefire weapons in 1870, the NMP were tactically on an equal footing with 

Indigenous people. An Indigenous warrior could throw a spear faster than a trooper could 

reload a muzzle-loading weapon, although the consequence of being struck by a bullet, if not 

death outright, was severe injury, infection, or other serious complications, while spear wounds 

were often survivable (Burke and Wallis 2019). The double-barrel carbine introduced in the 

mid-1850s afforded the NMP a specific advantage, though were only issued to them in limited 

numbers (Robinson 1997:16, 17; Skennerton 1975:12, 13, 76).  
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Aimed shooting would have become more effective after the introduction of rifling and the 

arrival of the Snider artillery carbines in 1870. Trials had endorsed the Snider-Enfield as the 

best weapon available, a situation that did not change until the Martini-Henry was introduced in 

1876 (Skennerton 1975:103). However, despite the advantages of the Martini-Henry, these 

were not issued to the NMP until the late 1880s and, even then, only in limited numbers. For 

this reason, the Snider became synonymous with the NMP; the force’s ‘effectiveness’ would 

have been even more devastating had they been armed with the more accurate and faster 

loading Martini-Henry carbines. 

It is possible to take these data one step further. We know the NMP operated via raids and 

ambushes governed by the terrain when executing “dispersals”. In open country with limited 

cover, aimed shooting with the long-range Snider would have been the preferred method. 

Conversely, the less accurate double-barrel pinfire carbine would have been more effective 

when conducting raids involving close quarter operations. The absence of pinfire cartridges at 

Boulia suggests this detachment more readily adopted an ambush-centred strategy with aimed 

target shooting. 

Various historical scholars have tackled the difficult task of quantifying Indigenous colonial 

deaths (e.g. Broome 1982, 1988; Evans 2010; Ørsted-Jensen 2011; Ørsted-Jensen and Evans 

2014; Reynolds 1981, 1987; Reynolds and Loos 1976; Ryan 2012; Ryan et al. 2019). An early 

assessment argued there were ~1,000 non-Indigenous people killed in Queensland frontier 

conflicts (Reynolds and Loos 1976). Theorising a ratio of ten Indigenous people killed to each 

non-Indigenous person, they estimated the number of Indigenous people killed as 10,000. The 

ratio of 10:1 became a longstanding benchmark, though later drew criticism (Reynolds 

2013:96). In a subsequent study, Ørsted-Jensen (2011:47–58, 178–179) argued that in 

Queensland the ratio could have been as high as 50:1, as asserted by Archibald Meston in 

1889. Ørsted-Jensen and Evans (2014:2) argued the historical records were so “purposefully 

incomplete as to render an overall body-count impossible”. Undeterred, they used Police 

Department and other departmental “reports and diaries” to create an alternative method 

structured on the number of patrols per NMP detachment, the number of dispersals conducted 

per patrol, and the average number of Indigenous people killed during each dispersal. They 

concluded that the NMP conducted 6,000 patrols and 3,420 dispersal events and that during 
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each event an average of 12 Indigenous people were killed. Their final tally was 41,040 

Indigenous people slain at the hands of the NMP between 1859 and 1897 (Ørsted-Jensen and 

Evans 2014:4). 

This thesis steps away from such methods and takes an alternative approach, focusing on the 

weapons and ammunition used by the NMP. The estimate created here is weapons-based, 

using a known single weapon type, the quantity of ammunition issued to troopers, the gazetted 

strength of the NMP, and how efficient troopers were in using their weapons.  

Although the NMP operated from 1848 to the early 1900s, this estimate covers only 1871–

1890. Before 1870 the distribution of weapons and ammunition to the NMP is difficult to 

quantify, but the introduction of the Snider artillery carbine thereafter is quite clear and was 

only partially and selectively superseded by the Martini-Henry carbine from the mid-1880s. As 

a result, the Snider was still in widespread use by the NMP in 1890. This estimate therefore 

only concerns the Snider artillery carbine because it dominated NMP operations for the 

specified timeframe. 

Determining the quantity of Snider-compatible ammunition expended is more difficult. An 

assessment by Robinson (1997:44–48) revealed that 97,000 rounds of Snider ammunition 

were purchased between 1871–1890. Although the Native Police Regulations are silent on the 

subject of ammunition (Queensland Government Gazette 1866[7]:258–261; see Appendix 2), 

the amount issued to each trooper on patrol can be estimated based on The Rules and 

Regulations for the Guidance of the Queensland Police Force (Anon. 1869: 9), which states 

that regular police were issued with 20 cartridges, with the requirement to report any 

expenditure before supplies were replenished. It is possible that the ammunition expenditure 

limits placed on regular police did not apply to the NMP. Nonetheless, NMP accoutrements, 

such as ammunition pouches and bandoliers, were manufactured to hold 20 cartridges. This 

would suggest troopers were also issued with 20 cartridges each, which would have been 

readily replenished as demand dictated. When Sniders were purchased they came with at 

least 20,000 rounds of ammunition, suggesting 1860s ammunition shortages were alleviated 

by the 1870s.  
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Thirdly, the number of NMP camps and personnel fluctuated; hence a calculation is made to 

establish an average number of NMP troopers for the specified time period. Figures for the 

necessary strength of the NMP are derived from Pugh’s Almanac and data in Burke and Wallis 

(2019), and necessarily assumes the number of personnel assigned to each camp was 

constant (though we know from the few surviving camp diaries that it was often in flux). This 

shows that between 1871–1890 the minimum ratio of officers to troopers was 1:4, while the 

annual average strength of the NMP was 115.3 troopers per year. Allowing for discrepancies in 

these numbers (due death, desertion, illness, and recruiting), a conservative, random 

adjustment of around 4.5% reduces the mean to 110 troopers. 

As for their efficiency, an assumption is made that the NMP troopers were accurate marksmen, 

armed with a weapon capable of hitting its mark at more than 500 yards (about 457 m) (Miller 

1881:22). Although it is impossible to know how many bullets found their mark during 

dispersals, a highly conservative assumption has been made here that only one round per 

trooper per year would have hit its mark.  

Using these variables, a means to estimate the number of Indigenous people shot (resulting in 

death or serious injury) by the NMP is via an uncomplicated equation: the mean number of 

NMP troopers (110) multiplied by the amount of ammunition each trooper expended that came 

in contact with a person (1 round in a year), multiplied by the number of years (n=20) in the 

specified period:  

1 x 110 x 20=2200 

Obviously, any increase in the number of people shot by a single trooper only raises this 

number. For example, using Ørsted-Jensen’s and Evans’ assumption that 12 Indigenous 

people were killed during each dispersal and assuming only one dispersal event per trooper 

per year, we have the equation: 

12 x 110 x 20=26,400 

This figure, if doubled, is higher than Ørsted-Jensen’s and Evans’ (2014:4) figure of 41,040 

calculated over 40 years, but is still conservative because it does not consider the number of 

Indigenous people killed or seriously injured by the NMP between 1848 and 1870, the quantity 
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of pinfire carbine and revolver ammunition discharged between 1871 and 1890, or the 

quantities of Martini-Henry and Snider cartridges expended in the years after 1890. It also 

does not take into account any reprisal activity by non-NMP settlers. As a result, an estimate of 

26,400 deaths at the hands of the NMP between 1871 and 1890 is perhaps not an unrealistic 

estimation of the carnage this force inflicted. 

The final chapter pulls together the key areas presented in this thesis and offers concluding 

commentary, the importance of remembering, and avenues of future study. 
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Chapter 7: What does the archaeology tell 
us about weapons used by the NMP? 
 

Although the NMP’s operation is not now easily reconstructed due to the inherent nature of the 

historical record, the AQNMP project has exposed a hitherto unexplored facet of the NMP by 

targeting the camps they established. This thesis contributes a small but integral component of 

our understanding of the NMP via their munitions.  

While the historical material indicated that the NMP were issued with three specific weapons 

(the .577” Snider artillery carbine, 20-gauge pinfire carbine, and .442” Webley RIC revolver), 

the archaeological record divulged an alternative narrative. At the most simplistic interspatial 

level a correlation exists between weapons known to have been issued to the NMP and the 

presence of certain weapons archaeologically. For instance, the .577” Snider was issued to the 

NMP from the early 1870s; hence, ammunition for this firearm could be expected at sites post-

dating 1870 and, unsurprisingly, Snider ammunition was located at all study sites. However, 

the archaeology both corroborates and challenges the historical narrative, shedding new light 

on the distribution of weapons to the NMP, with key findings including: 

• 20-gauge pinfire ammunition present at three of the four sites (Boralga, 

Belyando, and Eyres Creek); 

• Martini-Henry ammunition being sparse and only found at Boulia and Boralga; 

• .44”-40 ammunition abundant at Boralga;  

• Equal quantities of 12-gauge shotgun and .577” Snider ammunition at all sites; 

and,  

• Ammunition for a range of handguns and longarms being recovered.  

The abundance of Snider-related artefacts at NMP camps reinforces historical reports of the 

NMP being armed with a single type of longarm and revolver post-1870. Nonetheless, the 

same government issue Snider cartridges were used in the rifle and carbine models, leaving 
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us to rely on historical sources to identify artillery carbines as the weapon of choice for the 

NMP (Sargeaunt 1872, 1872a, 1872b; Seymour 1872, 1875).  

While the archaeology supports the widespread distribution of the Snider artillery carbine and 

.442” revolver, there remains the question of whether the NMP were issued with any other 

identifiable arm, such as the 20-gauge pinfire carbine (a breech-loading shotgun) or Martini-

Henry carbine, the latter of which had also been suggested in historical sources as being 

synonymous with the NMP (e.g., Richards 2008:56).  

In reference to the first, archaeology revealed that 20-gauge pinfire cartridge heads were 

intermixed with other material at Belyando, Eyres Creek, and Boralga. Previously, Robinson 

had suggested that just 71 pinfire carbines were distributed to Queensland regular police in 

1868–1869, and he was not convinced that many, if any, of these weapons were issued to the 

NMP (Robinson 1997:36–38), despite historical documents specifying they were purchased 

specifically for them in 1867 (Sargeaunt 1867, 1867a). The presence of pinfire cartridges at the 

three sites suggests that their distribution to the NMP was more widespread than historical 

documents or Robinson’s work indicate, while at the same time hinting at some complexities in 

this story.  

Two telling letters to the Colonial Secretary noted the arms distribution, but also suggested that 

the pinfire carbines be sold because “... we have no means of making use of them in the 

colony” (Clerk-in-Charge of the Colonial Store 1869). Although ambiguous, it is possible that 

only the weapon had been supplied and not the ammunition, rendering the weapons useless. 

This raises two possibilities for the distribution of these arms to the NMP: that they were issued 

to them in 1868/69 when the original batch arrived, but this was not recorded in available 

historical documents; or, unable to sell them, the Government issued them at a later date to 

the NMP when ammunition had become available. The date ranges for the three camps 

containing pinfire ammunition were 1863–1879 (Belyando), 1883–1889 (Eyre’s Creek), and 

1875–1894 (Boralga). Pinfire cartridges are very late objects in the context of both Eyres 

Creek and Boralga, suggesting that the second option is the more likely. 

As for the distribution of the Martini-Henry carbine, although the Queensland police department 

possessed large numbers of them, it appears that they were not destined for use by the NMP 
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until very late. Robinson (1997:59) tallied 299 Martini-Henry rifles and 449 Martini-Henry 

carbines in possession of the Queensland police between 1885 and 1895, with Richards 

(2008:56) asserting that many of these arms ended up in NMP camps. In 1894, Inspector 

Stuart, when conducting inspections of NMP camps in far north Queensland, noted that Coen, 

Laura, and Musgrave had Martini-Henry carbines on hand, but noted in the margin of his report 

that the “M.H. [Martini-Henry] carbines are not intended for the N.P. Substitute Snider [and] 

give M.H. to station police” (Stuart 1894). Only seven spent Martini-Henry cartridges were 

recovered (one at Boulia and six from Boralga), supporting Stuart’s comments and 

contradicting Richards' claims. Corroborating this hypothesis, a recently discovered document 

from 1902 referred to the Nigger Creek Camp keeper returning his equipment, including a 

Martini-Henry carbine and an unknown type of revolver (Heenan 1902).  

An unexpected archaeological outcome was the presence of 41 .44”-40 Winchester repeating 

rifle cartridges at Boralga. These finds were unexpected because the cartridges were 

produced for the Winchester Model 1873 lever-action repeating rifle, only a small number of 

which, according to Robinson (1997:69–70), were purchased for the Queensland police, and 

which he argued were manufactured in America post-1893. The presence of .44”-40 

ammunition at NMP sites could arguably mean that there were additional purchases of .44”-40 

rifles. These .44”-40 rifles would have been manufactured between 1873 and when they were 

issued to police c.1883—a decade earlier than Robinson realised from the historical records—

and were specifically issued to NMP personnel at Boralga. Such weapons were rare, however. 

Given the increased rapidity of fire and accuracy of the Martini-Henry carbines and Winchester 

repeating rifles, it can be speculated that, had they been more common, the consequences 

would have been even more severe for Indigenous peoples.  

According to historical records, there were no known purchases of breech-loading 12-gauge 

shotguns for the Queensland police and thus another unexpected result was the presence of a 

substantial number of 12-gauge shotgun cartridge heads at all four sites. Such finds accounted 

for 19.0% of the total ammunition-related finds, almost equaling the quantity of Snider 

cartridges (23.1% of total). The commonality between the two aforementioned arms suggests 

they were equally important to camp life. An explanation for the high proportion of 12-gauge 

shotgun cartridges is that, while food rations were supplied to NMP personnel, they were 
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inadequate. A means of securing additional food was therefore via hunting with firearms, a 

proposition supported by the few surviving camp journals and faunal remains retrieved from 

excavation. Given the considerable quantities of shotgun cartridges at all camps, however, it 

appears that hunting was an activity carried out by camp keepers as well as troopers, 

suggesting that shotguns played a more significant role in the life of an NMP camp than has 

previously been considered. 

The material culture also revealed ammunition-related artefacts representing weapons that 

may or may not have been connected to the NMP. For example, .380” and .450” revolver 

cartridges were found at three sites (except Belyando), small calibre handgun rounds were 

located at Boralga, and seven assorted .22” rimfire cartridges were located at Boulia and Eyres 

Creek. Although the sample size was small (n=23 or 4.6% of the total finds), their connection 

to the NMP needs to be considered. We know the NMP was issued with a range of percussion 

revolvers. Although we cannot be sure, the .380” and .450” revolver cartridges may have been 

for earlier model percussion revolvers that were converted for centrefire ammunition. The 

presence of such objects within the environs of an NMP camp may mean that NMP officers 

followed the military practice of purchasing their own sidearms.  

The small calibre .30” rimfire and 9 mm pinfire cartridge rounds from Boralga were not seen 

elsewhere. The 9 mm pinfire cartridge is for an older model revolver, but there is insufficient 

material to say more on the matter. The .30” cartridge is suitable for a range of small, easily 

concealed weapons, typically carried by miners and women because of their portability (Silva 

2011:68; Swinfield 2009:11). On the frontier the ability for women to be armed in their 

husband’s absence had its advantages, and hence the presence of these small handguns 

suggests that white women may have been armed.  

Understanding the frontier battlescape 

This research has demonstrated that viewing camps through the eyes of NMP personnel is 

informative at the inter- and intraspatial levels. While a broad-brush analysis tells us that 

weapons technology is connected to the period that a camp operated, the artefact assemblage 

has shown differences between the activities of troopers and officers, while spatial analysis 
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has suggested explanations for why activities were conducted in given areas. The recognition 

of officer and trooper activities was difficult at Eyres Creek, Boulia, and Belyando, but the 

distribution of archaeological material at Boralga suggested reloading as an activity conducted 

by both troopers and officers for the 12-gauge shotgun.  

Additionally, this research reinforces the notion that KOCOA is a valuable tool for 

archaeologists to visualise the battlescape through the ammunition-related assemblage. The 

use of KOCOA demonstrated how features around NMP camps could affect and contribute to 

how a firearm was used within these spaces. Applying the KOCOA principles established how 

a trooper could identify battlescape features as obstacles or places of ambush, spaces of clear 

ground, and visibility, as well as pathways for movement. At the same time, the application of a 

viewshed analysis demonstrated their practical combative strategy, which maximised the 

advantage of terrain features when troopers were hunting.  

While this pattern might be attributed to a shortage of ammunition, I have argued instead that it 

is more likely to derive from NMP troopers being skillful marksmen owing to their lifetime 

experience of hunting. Understanding troopers’ skills in this light contextualises their activities 

as soldiers, as well as people existing between two worlds. They were simultaneously 

disconnected from their original country and culture and co-opted into white standards and 

practices of warfare, adopting to a life that was neither customary nor civilian White. NMP 

troopers were Indigenous, but they were hunters first, acquiring a suite of skills learnt from 

childhood that enabled them to then serve as deadly agents of the colonial government. 

NMP functionality and government accountability. 

A larger question that arises from such analyses is how much responsibility did the 

Government of the colony bear for the activities of the NMP? Chapter Two considered the role 

of the military and the authorities who expedited the colonisation process. Situated between 

these actors was the NMP, a militarised force responsible for policing what Kraska (2007:501) 

described as the blurred arenas of war and law enforcement. Colonial authorities considered 

the only effective means of pacifying Indigenous people to be through “teaching the natives a 

lesson” with violence (Nettelbeck and Ryan 2018:58). Conventional State military tactics were 
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no match for the expertise of non-State-based Indigenous warriors, however. Instead, 

overthrowing the traditional landowners required adopting tactics more commonly employed in 

irregular warfare. This was achieved not by training European soldiers but by recruiting 

Indigenous men familiar with the subtleties of such warfare, which had antecedents and 

parallels in Indigenous hunting. These Indigenous soldiers were divorced from the British 

imperial system and outside the usual military processes. While the role of regular police was 

(and still is) to serve and protect citizens within the limits of metropolises, the militarised and 

well-armed NMP functioned on the Australian frontier (Dukova 2020:6; Grey 2008:13). The 

withdrawal of the last British soldiers in 1870 left the colonies without internal defences, a gap 

filled by the NMP (Grey 2008:22). 

The Queensland government cemented the NMP as a militarised force with the 1863 

appointment of Lieutenant David Seymour as Police Commissioner. Under Seymour’s tenure, 

both the NMP and regular police were re-armed with the most fit-for-purpose carbine and 

revolver. In the 1860s, technological developments transitioned from percussion to more 

accurate and reliable breech-loading weapons and, while the expense of re-arming the NMP 

may not have been a priority for the fledgling Queensland government, it became a primary 

concern later in the decade and into the 1870s. Steering this re-positioning was ever-

increasing colonial expansion, including an influx of colonists.  

Between 1870 and 1883, despite broader financial burdens, the Queensland Government 

purchased 1000 Snider carbines with at least 97,000 rounds of ammunition, and 750 Webley 

RIC .442” revolvers with 51,000 rounds of ammunition. The tally of Snider cartridges 

purchased, assuming the minimum quantities issued to the NMP remained constant, provides 

a highly conservative tally of 26,400 Indigenous people killed by the NMP using this weapon 

between 1871 and 1890 alone. This death toll is an estimate only, yet, coupled with NMP 

tactics and the knowledge that they rarely took prisoners, contextualises the enormity of 

frontier conflict in Queensland as a war. Indeed, some scholars would suggest that the 

dispossession, destruction of society and culture, and the deadly violence that followed was so 

endemic as to warrant describing it as genocide (Moses 2013:2; Tedeschi 2018:164; Wolfe 

2006:403). 
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The notion of a war against Indigenous people was openly spoken of by both White and 

Indigenous people in 19th century Queensland (Ørsted-Jensen 2011:44). Despite the arrest of 

four officers—Joseph Harris, Frederick Wheeler, Marmaduke Richardson, and William 

Nichols—at different times for murder, no case against an NMP officer ever successfully 

proceeded to trial and NMP personnel avoided criminal proceedings. Genever et al. (2010:14)   

noted a loud applause came from the gallery following the release of William Nichols, and the 

presentation of a public donation to him followed his sacking. Given this, accountability for the 

carnage in Queensland rests squarely with the Government of the day and the vested, largely 

pastoral, interests that constituted both the government and the dominant economic regime. 

The importance of remembering 

Chapter Two outlined the importance of consistent language and definitions in conceptualising 

and shaping discussions on frontier conflict and defined war as “a violent activity carried out by 

members of one polity against members of a separate polity to achieve a primary purpose”. 

Despite a failure by current governments and the Australian War Memorial to characterise 

frontier conflict as such, war was carried on across Australia, and particularly in Queensland, 

for more than 60 years (Australian War Memorial 2021). It can be considered a war on several 

grounds, including that, at the time, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people considered 

they were fighting one. This was not the Western notion of war as an assault between States, 

but rather an asymmetric war fought between small groups of resistance fighters pitted against 

a comparatively well-equipped, Government-backed paramilitary force supported by an 

unending tide of supplanters. For Indigenous people, sovereignty has never been ceded or 

extinguished, and, as Reynolds (2021:190) reminded us, the frontier wars were about 

sovereignty, land, and the ownership and control of it (see also The Uluru Statement from the 

Heart).  

This has significant repercussions for how Australians remember the NMP and picture the 

frontier in the present. As ‘massacres’, battlefields, and significant places within the 

battlescape of the frontier wars are identified, we have opportunities to establish memorials to 

peoples who lost their lives and, in this act of remembrance, advance the truth-telling process. 

The loss of life on both sides of the colonial frontier is undeniable; understanding the loss of 
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identity, society, and culture that followed for Indigenous people presents a greater challenge 

for non-Indigenous Australia. Archaeology can contribute to our understanding of remembered 

and forgotten history by building a bridge to move forward with the truth telling process . 

Future directions for study  

While this thesis has identified several previously unknown weapons used by the NMP, more 

could be done to test the suggested hypotheses. For instance, the Boulia detachment did not 

appear to be issued with the 20-gauge pinfire carbine: is this reflected in cultural material 

associated with this cohort elsewhere? Were ambush or raiding tactics dictated by the 

availability of weapons and influenced by the terrain more broadly? Is there an identifiable 

distinction in NMP tactics across the frontier? The idea that camp keepers were issued with 

12-gauge shotguns can be explored more completely by conducting firing pin analysis on 12-

gauge finds to identify the number of weapons represented in the assemblage. Moreover, 

NMP camps can be re-visited with the view of identifying ammunition-related finds to test with 

greater certainty the distribution, not only of shotguns, but also of Martini-Henry carbines and 

Winchester repeating rifles. 

For archaeologists, KOCOA terrain analysis is a relatively new method to interpret landscapes 

and a valuable tool with which to understand the importance of terrain features on movements 

of both attacking and defensive forces, as well as to elucidate patterns of behaviour and 

settlement. KOCOA can also be used as a predictive model; hence, accessing the battlescape 

to identify potential sites hidden within archival documents and oral testimony is one future use 

of the model. KOCOA’s demonstrated application to archaeology via this thesis has shown the 

benefits to researchers investigating the NMP and colonial armaments. One obvious avenue 

for further work would be comparing and contrasting 3-D photogrammetric reconstructions of 

NMP camp sites to bring to life the subtle terrain features concealed on a two-dimensional 

surface.  

Finally, archaeological sites of known attacks against Aboriginal people by NMP—if such are 

ever located—could also be examined by applying KOCOA and photogrammetry to the 

battlescape to understand better the tactical approach used by combatants. Emphasising 
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these locations as significant places of suffering for Indigenous people, with long term and 

lingering consequences, would educate the broader audience in the interests of truth-telling 

and reconciliation. 
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Appendix 1  
The Uluru Statement from the Heart, 2017: 

We, gathered at the 2017 National Constitutional Convention, coming from all points of the 

southern sky, make this statement from the heart: 

Our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander tribes were the first sovereign Nations of the 

Australian continent and its adjacent islands, and possessed it under our own laws and 

customs. This our ancestors did, according to the reckoning of our culture, from the Creation, 

according to the common law from ‘time immemorial’, and according to science more than 

60,000 years ago. 

This sovereignty is a spiritual notion: the ancestral tie between the land, or ‘mother nature’, and 

the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who were born therefrom, remain attached 

thereto, and must one day return thither to be united with our ancestors. This link is the basis 

of the ownership of the soil, or better, of sovereignty. It has never been ceded or extinguished, 

and co-exists with the sovereignty of the Crown. 

How could it be otherwise? That peoples possessed a land for sixty millennia and this sacred 

link disappears from world history in merely the last two hundred years? 

With substantive constitutional change and structural reform, we believe this ancient 

sovereignty can shine through as a fuller expression of Australia’s nationhood. 

Proportionally, we are the most incarcerated people on the planet. We are not an innately 

criminal people. Our children are aliened from their families at unprecedented rates. This 

cannot be because we have no love for them. And our youth languish in detention in obscene 

numbers. They should be our hope for the future. 

These dimensions of our crisis tell plainly the structural nature of our problem. This is the 

torment of our powerlessness. 

We seek constitutional reforms to empower our people and take a rightful place in our own 
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country. When we have power over our destiny our children will flourish. They will walk in two 

worlds and their culture will be a gift to their country. 

We call for the establishment of a First Nations Voice enshrined in the Constitution. 

Makarrata is the culmination of our agenda: the coming together after a struggle. It captures 

our aspirations for a fair and truthful relationship with the people of Australia and a better future 

for our children based on justice and self-determination. 

We seek a Makarrata Commission to supervise a process of agreement-making between 

governments and First Nations and truth-telling about our history. 

In 1967 we were counted, in 2017 we seek to be heard. We leave base camp and start our 

trek across this vast country. We invite you to walk with us in a movement of the Australian 

people for a better future. 
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Appendix 2 
Rules for the general government and discipline of the Native 

Mounted Police Force, 1866. 

 

Figure0.1 Rules and regulations for the NMP 1–4 (Government Gazette, 1866 7:258). 
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Figure 0.2 Rules and regulations for the NMP 5–26 (Government Gazette, 1866 7:259). 
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Figure 0.3 Rules and regulations for the NMP 26–54 (Government Gazette, 1866 7:260). 
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Figure 0.4 Rules and regulations for the NMP 54–63 (Government Gazette, 1866 7:261). 
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Appendix 3 
Weapons and Ammunition recording form 
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Appendix 5  
 

Effective range 

Determining the precise, effective, and extreme range a bullet will travel are beyond the scope 

of this thesis. Nonetheless, there is sufficient ballistic information available to make robust 

assumptions on the effective range of the Snider carbine, pinfire carbine, and .442 revolver. 

For instance, the Snider is a long-range weapon suitable for aimed shooting. Establishing the 

effective range of the Snider carbine at 200 m is considered a conservative estimate of an 

NMP trooper’s abilities, the Snider artillery carbine’s accuracy, and the ballistic performance of 

the bullet. The pinfire carbine (or shotgun) is a short-range reactive weapon, while the revolver 

is intended as a close-quarter reactive weapon for short distance aimed shooting. The effective 

range of a pinfire carbine discharging a single lead ball has conservatively been set at 50 m. 

The revolver has the shortest effective range, which has been conservatively set at 20 m. 

Figure 4.8 illustrates the difference between the effective and extreme ranges for the Snider 

artillery carbine, pinfire carbine, and .442 revolver. 

 

 

Figure.1 This diagram illustrates the trajectory of a bullet from a .442 revolver, pinfire carbine 
and Snider artillery carbine when discharged along the line of sight so it would hit the target. 
The effective range is the maximum distance a bullet may travel accurately and retain 
sufficient energy to do its job, which is 20 m, 50 m, and 200 m, respectively. The extreme 
range is the distance the bullet will travel before striking the ground. Diagram is not to scale 
(Drawn by Tony Pagels). 

 


